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1.0 Introduction

Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon) was retained by Mantella Corporation to complete an Environmental

Impact Study (EIS) in support of an application for proposed development at 4496 Tomken Road, in the

City of Mississauga, Ontario (the “Property”) (Figure 1). 

The purpose of the EIS is to:

 Document existing conditions of the natural environment 

 Determine the potential limits of development 

 Evaluate the potential for environmental impacts associated with the proposed development 

 Recommend mitigation, restoration, enhancement measures to preserve and/or restore natural

features, and if necessary, compensation. 

The EIS has been prepared in accordance with the Terms of Reference (TOR) submitted to and approved

by the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) on May 7, 2021 (see Appendix A).
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2.0 Background Review 

2.1 Background Information Sources 

The following sections have been prepared to identify the applicable land use planning policies related

to the natural environment. Various regulatory agencies and legislative authorities have established a

number of policies with the purpose of protecting ecological features and functions as outlined

below.  Table 1 lists the policies and legislation that apply to the protection of natural heritage features

within the Mississauga area; as well as supporting guidance documents and resources consulted

respective to these policies, where applicable. This table also includes additional background

information sources used to help identify and define natural heritage features within the province of

Ontario, and Eco-region 7E specifically. This section is not intended to constitute a complete land use

planning assessment as it focuses on the relevant environmental policies and regulations. The

documents referenced below can be read in their entirety for a more detailed understanding of the land

use policy framework applicable to the Property.

Table 1: Policies, Legislation and Background Resources Searched

Policy Guidelines and Supporting Documents

Province of Ontario

Planning Act, 1990: 

Provincial Policy

Statement (2020)

Policies within Section 2.1 related to natural heritage features, and Section 2.2 related to

sensitive water features.

MNRF Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) Square #17PJ1031 and #17PJ1030

  Species of Conservation Concern

  Species at Risk (SAR)

  Natural heritage features

Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) Land Information Ontario (LIO)

database

Ecological Land Classification for Southern Ontario, Second Approximation, 2008.

Natural Heritage Reference Manual, Second Edition, 2010.

Ontario Wetland Evaluation System, Southern Manual, Third Edition, 2013.

MNRF Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide (2000)

 Significant Wildlife Habitat Eco-region 7E Criterion Schedules, 2015

Ontario Breeding Birds Atlas (OBBA) Square #17TPJ13

Christmas Bird Count (CBC) count circle ONPH, data accessed July 2021.

Ontario Reptile and Amphibian Atlas- online data accessed July 2021.

Ontario Butterfly Atlas- online data accessed July 2021.

Atlas of the Mammals of Ontario, 1994.
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Policy Guidelines and Supporting Documents

Places to Grow Act,

2005:

A Place to Grow: Growth

Plan for the Greater

Golden Horseshoe

(2019)

Section 4 and Schedule 1.

Endangered Species Act

(2007) 

Species at Risk in Ontario (SARO) List (O.Reg. 230/08), July 2021.

NHIC Square #17PJ1031 and #17PJ1030

  SAR occurrence records

OBBA Square #17TPJ13

CBC count circle ONPH, data accessed July 2021.

Ontario Reptile and Amphibian Atlas- online data accessed July 2021.

City of Mississauga

City of Mississauga 

Official Plan

(Consolidated 2021)

Section 6, Schedule 3 and Schedule 10. (Appendix B)

City of Mississauga Interactive Mapping

Peel Region

Region of Peel Official

Plan (Consolidated 

2018)

Chapter 2, Schedule A. (Appendix B)

Conservation Authority

Conservation Authorities 

Act, 1990: Ontario

Regulation 166/06 

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) Watershed Map

TRCA Living City Policies (2014)

Policies within each document that relate to the natural environment and apply to the Property are

outlined in subsequent sections.

2.2 Policy Overview 

2.2.1  Provincial Policy Statement, 2020 

The Provincial Policy Statement, 2020 (PPS) provides overall policy direction on matters of provincial

interest related to land use planning and development in Ontario. The PPS sets forth a vision for

Ontario’s land use planning system by managing and directing land use to achieve efficient development

and land use patterns, wise use and management of resources, and protecting public health and safety.

This report deals specifically with Policy 2.1, Natural Heritage, and Policy 2.2, Water, which provides for

the protection and management of natural heritage and water resources, which include the following:

 Significant wetlands

 Significant coastal wetlands

 Significant woodlands
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 Significant valleylands

 Significant wildlife habitat

 Significant areas of natural and scientific interest (ANSIs) 

 Fish habitat

 Sensitive surface water features 

 Sensitive ground water features. 

The PPS defines “significant” to mean:

  in regard to wetlands, coastal wetlands and ANSI, an area identified as provincially significant by

the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) using evaluation procedures

established by the province, as amended from time to time

 in regard to woodlands, an area which is ecologically important in terms of features such as

species composition, age of trees and stand history; functionally important due to its

contribution to the broader landscape because of its location, size or due to the amount of

forest cover in the planning area; or economically important due to site quality, species

composition, or past management history. These are to be identified using criteria established by

the MNRF

 in regard to other features and areas in policy in 2.1, ecologically important in terms of features,

functions, representation or amount, and contributing to the quality and diversity of an

identifiable geographic area or natural heritage system. 

The PPS defines “sensitive” to mean:

 in regard to surface water features and ground water features, means areas that are particularly

susceptible to impacts from activities or events, including, but not limited to, water withdrawals

and additions of pollutants. 

Potential significance of natural heritage features may be evaluated based on size, age, presence of rare

or sensitive species, species diversity, and linkage functions, taking into consideration factors such as

adjacent land use and degree of disturbance. Criteria for determining significance follow guidance

outlined in the Natural Heritage Reference Manual (MNRF, 2010) and the Significant Wildlife Habitat

Technical Guide Eco-Region 7E Criterion Schedules (MNRF, 2015), where applicable. 

The potential for natural heritage features within and adjacent to the Property is further discussed in

Section 2.3 of this report.

2.2.2  Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2019 

Pursuant to the Places to Grow Act, 2005, the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2019

(Growth Plan) was approved on June 16, 2006. The Growth Plan has been amended four times since its

release in 2006. The first amendment was released in January 2012, and contains policies, schedules and

definitions that apply in the Simcoe Sub-area. The second amendment was released in June 2013, to

update and extend the Growth Plan’s population and employment forecasts. 
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Following the third amendment (July 1, 2017); the fourth and most recent amendment came into effect

on May 16, 2019.

The Growth Plan requires the identification of water resource systems and the protection of key

hydrologic features and key hydrologic areas, similar to the level of protection provided in the Greenbelt

(MMAH, 2017). This provides a consistent framework for water protection across the Greater Golden

Horseshoe (GGH), and builds on existing plans and policies. The Growth Plan also provides for the

identification and protection of natural heritage systems in the GGH outside of the Greenbelt Area and

settlement areas in order to provide consistent and long-term protection for natural heritage systems

across the GGH (MMAH, 2017).

As per Schedule 4 of the Greater Golden Horseshoe Growth Plan, the Property is designated as a “Built-

Up Area”. Policies regarding Built-Up Areas are listed under Section 2.2.2 of the GPGGH, and speak to

minimum intensification targets for residential development in delineated Built-Up Areas. Section 1.2.3

of the Growth Plan resolves potential conflicts between the Growth Plan and other provincial plans (e.g.,

PPS): “The policies of this Plan take precedence over the policies of the PPS to the extent of any conflict,

except where the relevant legislation provides otherwise. Where the policies of this Plan address the

same, similar, related, or overlapping matters as policies in the PPS, applying the more specific policies

of this Plan satisfies the requirements of the more general policies in the PPS”.

2.2.3  Endangered Species Act, 2007

In June 2008, the Endangered Species Act, 2007 (ESA) came into effect in Ontario. The purpose of the

ESA is to identify Species at Risk (SAR) based on the best available scientific information; to protect SAR

and their habitats, to promote the recovery of SAR; and to promote stewardship activities to assist in

the protection and recovery of SAR in Ontario. There are two applicable regulations under the ESA;

Ontario Regulation 230/08 (the Species at Risk in Ontario (SARO) List) and Ontario Regulation 242/08

(General). These regulations serve to identify which species and habitat receive protection and provide

direction on the current implementation of the ESA. As of April 1, 2019, the responsibilities of the ESA

were transferred to the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP).

The potential for SAR and SAR habitat to be found within the Property is discussed further in Section

2.3.9.

2.2.4  City of Mississauga Official Plan, Consolidated 2021 

The purpose of the City’s OP (consolidated 2021) is to provide a new policy framework to protect,

enhance, restore and expand the Natural Heritage System, to direct growth to where it will benefit the

urban form and address the long term sustainability of the City. The OP provides planning policies to

guide the development of the City to the year 2031. Further, the OP provides the policies to manage and

direct the physical change of the City and the effects of these changes on the City’s social, economic,

cultural and natural environment. Finally, the OP forms the basis for detailed land use designations,

urban design policies and sets the context for reviewing and approving development applications.
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Portions of the Property are designated as a “Significant Natural Area” in Schedule 3 - Natural System of

the City’s OP (Appendix B). As per Section 6.3.26 of the City OP, “Lands identified as or meeting the

criteria of a Significant Natural Area, as well as their associated buffers will be designated Greenlands

and zoned to ensure their long term protection. Uses will be limited to conservation, flood and/or

erosion control, essential infrastructure and passive recreation.”

Based on Schedule 10 – Land Use Designations, the Property has been designated as “Business

Employment” (Appendix B).

2.2.5  Region of Peel Official Plan, Consolidated 2018

The Peel Region Official Plan (ROP) was adopted by Regional Council on July 11, 1996 through By-law 54-

96. The ROP was subsequently approved with modifications by the Minister of Municipal Affairs and

Housing, through the Ministers Notice of Decision on the Plan dated October 22, 1996. Sections of the

ROP are under appeal by the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB). The Peel ROP Office Consolidation

December, 2018 includes orders that have partially approved the Peel ROP Review Natural Heritage and

Agricultural Policies.

The ROP is the long-range strategic land use policy document for the Region of Peel. It provides the

long-term regional strategic policy framework to guide growth and development within the Region while

considering the protection of the environment, management of renewable and non-renewable

resources and outlining a regional structure that manages growth within the Region effectively and

efficiently (Region of Peel, 2018).

The Property contains land designated as “Core Areas of the Greenlands System” in Schedule A of the

ROP (Appendix B).

2.2.6  Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (Ontario Regulation 166/06) 

In accordance with Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act, 1990, the TRCA is authorized to

implement and enforce the Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and

Watercourses Regulation (Ontario Regulation 166/06).  Ontario Regulation 166/06 establishes Regulated

Areas where development could be subject to flooding, erosion or dynamic beaches, river or stream

valley with depressional features associated with a river or stream, hazardous lands, wetlands, or other

areas where development could interfere with the hydrologic function of a wetland. Section 2(1) of this

Regulation lists areas within TRCA’s jurisdiction where development is prohibited without proper

permissions from the TRCA. 

Ontario Regulation 166/06, made under the authority of Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act,

is intended to ensure public safety and protect property with respect to natural hazards and to

safeguard watershed health by preventing pollution and destruction of sensitive environmental areas

such as wetlands, shorelines and watercourses. 
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In participating in the review of applications under the Planning Act and Environmental Assessment

Act(s), TRCA ensures that applicants and approval authorities are aware of any Section 28 Regulation

requirements under the Conservation Authorities Act, where applicable. Further, TRCA assists in the

coordination of these applications to avoid ambiguity, conflict and unnecessary delay or duplication in

the process.

Portions of the Property are located within TRCA’s Regulated Areas (See Figure 2).

2.2.6.1  Toronto and Region Conservation Authority Living City Policies, 2014

The Living City Policies for Planning and Development in the Watershed of the TRCA, November 2014

(LCP) is a conservation authority policy document that guides the implementation of TRCA’s legislated

and delegated roles and responsibilities in the planning and development approvals process (TRCA,

2016).

Policies within Section 7 of the LCP apply to applications circulated to TRCA for comment under the

Planning Act. Section 7 of the LCP is structured with protection policies (Section 7.3) that seek to set

aside lands from development (the Natural System made up of natural features, natural hazards and

water resources, and restoration areas), followed by a set of policies for management of developable

lands (Section 7.4). These are followed by Section 7.5 (Input and Plan Review) that speaks to

implementation of all Section 7 policies.

Overall, the policies in Section 7 respect the legislative framework for environmental planning, seeking

to align with the objectives of municipalities and other partners for building sustainable communities

(TRCA, 2014). The policies also reflect the unique characteristics of TRCA’s watersheds and are informed

by an integrated approach to watershed management.

Under Section 7.3.1.2, of the LCP, it is the policy of the TRCA:

a. That natural features and areas include: valley and stream corridors; wetlands; fish habitat,

woodlands, wildlife habitat, habitat of endangered and threatened species, Species of Concern,

Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSIs), key natural heritage features as per Provincial

plans, Environmentally Significant Areas (ESAs).

b. That all natural features and areas within the Natural System be protected from development,

site alteration, and infrastructure in accordance with the Natural System policies in 7.3.1.

c. That any natural feature or area isolated from the Natural System (e.g., tableland woodlands,

tableland wetlands, headwater drainage features), be assessed in accordance with federal,

provincial and municipal requirements, and TRCA standards, to determine the need to protect

the natural feature or area and its functions, and any potential connection to the Natural

System.

d. To not support modifications to natural features and areas to accommodate or facilitate

development except in accordance with this document, and in particular the policies in

Section 7.4 (Environmental Management) and Sections 8.4 to 8.13 (Regulation).
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As per Section 7.3.1.4 of the LCP, with regards to providing buffers to Valley or Stream Corridors and the

Regional flood plain, it is policy of the TRCA:

a. That all areas of potential natural cover be protected for restoration and enhancement, in

accordance with the Natural System policies in 7.3.1.

b. That when any of the following apply:

i. Potential natural cover cannot be protected as described in policy 7.3.1.4 a); or

ii. There exists an isolated natural feature and/or a natural hazard that warrants protection but

it is not captured, or not entirely captured, by 7.3.1 e) i) and ii), the limit of the Natural

System be determined by the greater of the outer limits of the natural feature and/or natural

hazard to development or site alteration, as follows:

 Valley or Stream Corridors – a 10-metre buffer from the greater of the long term

stable top of slope/bank, stable toe of slope, Regulatory flood plain, meander

belt, and any contiguous natural features or areas 

 Woodlands – a 10-metre buffer from the dripline and any contiguous natural

features or areas 

 Wetlands – a 30 m buffer from Provincially Significant Wetlands and a 10 m

buffer for all other wetlands and contiguous natural features or areas. 

2.3 Natural Heritage Overview 

2.3.1  General Site Description

The Property is approximately 7.9ha in size, and in its current state includes an agricultural soy field, as

well as a woodlot on the southwestern portion of the Property. Surrounding land use includes:

 North: Commercial buildings, Tomken Road

 West: Woodland, Eglington Avenue East

 East: Electrical substation, Eastgate Parkway

 South: Woodlot and wetland, Highway 403.

The following sections provide a brief summary of the results of the desktop background review. This

information provides the background information upon which the EIS was based.

2.3.2  Landforms, Soils and Geology

The Property is located within the South Slope physiographic region, situated between Lake Ontario and

the Oak Ridges Moraine, which is characterized by ground moraine with irregular knolls and hollows.

Physiographic mapping of the area indicates that the Property is bounded by the Peel Plain to the

northwest and the Iroquois Plain to the southeast (Chapman and Putnam, 1984). Bedrock geology of the

area consists of Upper Ordovician shale, limestone, dolostone and siltstone of the Georgian Bay

Formation (Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 1991; Chapman and Putnam, 1984).
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2.3.3  Aquatic Habitat 

The Property is found within the Etobicoke Creek Watershed. This watershed is primarily urban or

urbanizing, and much of the watershed has been artificially channelized. The Etobicoke Creek

Watershed consists of eight subwatersheds: Lower Etobicoke, Little Etobicoke Cree, Main Branch,

Tributary 3, Tributary 4, West Branch, Spring Creek, and Headwaters. The Property is within the Little

Etobicoke Creek subwatershed. The Little Etobicoke Creek subwatershed comprises about 11% of the

Etobicoke Creek watershed, spanning 2,396 ha (TRCA Etobicoke Creek Watershed Characterization

Report, 2021). The Etobicoke Creek watershed spans 22,404 ha altogether. The watershed flows from

the Town of Caledon, south of the Oak Ridges Moraine, through the cities of Brampton, Mississauga and

Toronto, into Lake Ontario (TRCA, 2021). 

2.3.3.1  Fish Habitat

There are no mapped watercourses within the Property. Little Etobicoke Creek (mapped watercourse)

and associated regulated area are located approximately 0.3 kilometres (km) east of the Property and

Tomken Road.

Consultation with the TRCA identified the potential for headwater drainage features (HDFs) to the

present within the Property (see Appendix A). HDFs are discussed in Section 4.1.

2.3.4  Wetlands

Wetlands within the area are considered southern wetlands based on their location south of the

northern limit of Ecoregions 5E, 6E, and 7E as shown on Figure 1 of the PPS, 2020. A review of

background mapping identified parcels of unevaluated wetlands mapped at the southern corner of the

Property, associated woodland at the southwestern extent of the Property. These wetlands extend off

the Property and are part of a larger unevaluated wetland system. 

2.3.5  Woodlands

A woodland extends onto the southwestern portion of the Property. As per Schedule 3 of the City’s OP,

this woodland is considered part of the City’s Natural Heritage System (NHS) as a Significant Natural

Area and Natural Green Space. The woodland also falls within Core Areas of the Greenlands System as

per Schedule A of the ROP.

In accordance with the OP (City of Mississauga, 2021), in order to be identified as significant woodland,

the feature must meet one or more of the following criteria:

a. woodlands, excluding cultural savannahs, greater than or equal to four hectares

b. woodlands, excluding cultural woodlands and cultural savannahs, greater than or equal to two

hectares and less than four hectares, or

c. any woodland greater than 0.5 hectares that:

i. supports old growth trees (greater than or equal to 100 years old)

ii. supports a significant linkage function as determined through an Environmental Impact

Study approved by the City in consultation with the appropriate conservation authority
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iii. is located within 100 metres of another Significant Natural Area supporting a significant

ecological relationship between the two features

iv. is located within 30 metres of a watercourse or significant wetland, or

v. supports significant species or communities

As the woodland within the northern corner of the Property is greater than 0.5 ha (approximately 2.06

ha) and is located within a Significant Natural Area, it is considered a Significant Woodland by the City

(Figure 3; City of Mississauga, 2021). 

2.3.6  Valleylands

No significant valleylands were identified within or adjacent to the Property.

2.3.7  Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest 

No Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI), Earth Sciences or Life Sciences were identified during

the background review.

2.3.8  Significant Wildlife Habitat

The Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide (MNRF 2000) defines Species of Conservation Concern

(SCC) as species listed as Threatened or Endangered under the federal Species at Risk Act, 2002 (SARA);

species that are provincially rare/tracked (i.e., have a Sub-national (provincial) Rank of S1 – Critically

Imperilled, S2 – Imperilled or S3 – Vulnerable) and/or listed as Special Concern under the ESA. 

A search of the NHIC database and other available wildlife atlases was conducted to identify possible

occurrences of SCC within or adjacent to the Property. Table 2 identifies the SCC with the potential to

occur within the Property. 

Table 2: Species of Conservation Concern with Potential to Occur within the Vicinity of the Property

Scientific Name Common Name SARA  1 ESA2  S-RANK3 
Info

Source4 

Birds

Chordeiles minor Common Nighthawk   THR SC S4B OBBA  

Hirundo rustica Barn Swallow   THR THR S4B NHIC, OBBA  

Sturnella magna Eastern Meadowlark THR THR S4B NHIC, OBBA  

Hylocichla mustelina Wood Thrush THR SC S4B OBBA  

Contopus virens Eastern Wood-pewee SC SC S4B OBBA  

Mammals

Myotis leibii Eastern Small-footed Myotis --- END   S2S3 MWH

Myotis lucifugus Little Brown Myotis END   END   S4 MWH

Myotis septentrionalis Northern Myotis END   END   S3 MWH

Pipistrellus subflavus Tri-colored Bat END   END   S3? MWH
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Scientific Name Common Name SARA  1 ESA2  S-RANK3 
Info

Source4 

Herpetiles

Ambystoma jeffersonianum Jefferson Salamander END   END   S2
OHA, MNRF Reg.

Habitat

Chelydra serpentina Snapping Turtle SC SC S3 OHA 

Emydoidea blandingii Blanding's Turtle THR THR S3 OHA

Sternotherus odoratus Eastern Musk Turtle SC SC S3 OHA 

Insects

Danaus plexippus Monarch SC SC S2N,S4B OBA  

1Federal Species at Risk Act; 2Ontario Endangered Species Act, 2007; 3S-Rank is an indicator of commonness in the province of

Ontario. A scale between 1 and 5, with 5 being very common and 1 being the least common. 4Information sources include:

MNRF = Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry; OBBA = Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas; OBA = Ontario Butterfly Atlas; OHA =

Ontario Herpetofaunal Atlas; ON = Ontario Nature: Ontario Reptile and Amphibian Atlas; SARA = Species at Risk Act; THR =

Threatened, SC= Special Concern; “---“denotes no information or not applicable.

A review of MNRF background data and available habitat within the Property suggests that several SWH

types, as defined in the Ecoregion 7E Criteria Schedules (MNRF, 2015), may be present within and

adjacent to the Property. These SWHs include the following:

 Bat Maternity Colonies

 Amphibian Breeding Habitat

 Habitat for Special Concern and Rare Wildlife Species.

As the Property is located more than 5 km away from Lake Ontario the Property does not contain

suitable candidate Migratory Butterfly Stopover SWH, or habitat for Monarch (SC).

The potential for SWH to be present within or adjacent to the Property is discussed further in Section

4.3.3.

2.3.9  Species at Risk

A search of the NHIC database and other available wildlife atlases was conducted to identify possible

occurrences of Endangered or Threatened under the ESA (Table 3).

The review of applicable background information suggests that the following SAR have the potential to

occur within the vicinity of the Project Location.  
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Table 3: Species at Risk with Potential to Occur with the Property

Scientific Name Common Name SARA  1  ESA2  S-RANK3 
Info

Source4 

Birds

Hirundo rustica Barn Swallow   THR THR S4B NHIC, OBBA  

Sturnella magna Eastern Meadowlark THR THR S4B NHIC, OBBA  

Mammals

Myotis leibii Eastern Small-footed Myotis --- END   S2S3 MWH

Myotis lucifugus Little Brown Myotis END   END   S4 MWH

Myotis septentrionalis Northern Myotis END   END   S3 MWH

Pipistrellus subflavus Tri-colored Bat END   END   S3? MWH

Herpetiles

Ambystoma jeffersonianum Jefferson Salamander END   END   S2
OHA, MNRF Reg.

Habitat

Emydoidea blandingii Blanding's Turtle THR THR S3 OHA

1Federal Species at Risk Act; 2Ontario Endangered Species Act, 2007; 3S-Rank is an indicator of commonness in the province of

Ontario. A scale between 1 and 5, with 5 being very common and 1 being the least common; B = Breeding Population.
4Information sources include: MNRF = Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry; NHIC = Natural Heritage Information Centre;

MWH = Digital Distribution; OBBA = Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas; Maps of the Mammals of the Western Hemisphere, version 3.0

OHA = Ontario Herpetofaunal Atlas; ON = Ontario Nature: Ontario Reptile and Amphibian Atlas; THR = Threatened, END =

Endangered; “---“denotes no information or not applicable. 
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3.0 Field Work Methodology

The results of the background review were used to assist in scoping the field program. Field work

conducted for the EIS occurred when weather conditions and timing were deemed suitable based on the

survey protocols being implemented (Table 4).

Table 4: Dates and Times of Field Surveys

Date Weather Conditions
Air Temp

(°C)
Purpose of Visit

March 4, 2021
25% cloud cover, light air1, 

no precipitation
6 ELC, Site Walk  

April 27, 2021 95% cloud cover, light air1, drizzle 9 Amphibian Breeding Survey #1

May 26, 2021
100% cloud cover, moderate breeze4, 

no precipitation
20 Amphibian Breeding Survey #2

June 4, 2021
10-20% cloud cover, light air1, 

no precipitation
16-17 Breeding Bird Survey #1

June 16, 2021
0% cloud cover, light breeze2, 

no precipitation
18 Amphibian Breeding Survey #3

July 2, 2021
30% cloud cover, light air1, 

5-10 mm rain overnight
17 Breeding Bird Survey #2, ELC

0Calm = Beaufort Scale 0
1Light air = Beaufort Scale 1
2Light breeze = Beaufort Scale 2
3Gentle breeze = Beaufort Scale 3
4Moderate breeze = Beaufort Scale 4

3.1 Ecological Land Classification

Vegetation communities were assessed using Ecological Land Classification (ELC) to identify and assess

natural heritage features within the Property. During the field investigations, vegetation was

characterized using the ELC System for Southern Ontario (Lee et al., 1998) in order to classify and map

ecological communities to the vegetation level. The ecological community boundaries were determined

through the review of aerial photography and then further refined through on-site botanical surveys.

Vegetation communities identified as a result of the 2021 ELC surveys are shown on Figure 3 and

described in Section 4.2.
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3.2 Botanical Inventory

Vegetation surveys were completed in March 2021 during the initial site walk, and in July 2021 to

inventory summer vegetation cover. Surveys consisted of wandering transects and/or area searches to

determine the presence, richness and abundance of floral species within the Property as well as

presence/absence of botanical SAR. Species nomenclature recorded is based on the Ontario Plant List

(Newmaster et al,. 1998).

Results of the botanical surveys are discussed in Section 4.3.

3.3 Breeding Bird Survey

Two diurnal breeding bird surveys were conducted within the Property followed the methods outlined

in the Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas Guide for Participants (Cadman et al 2007), and was completed in

early June.

Specifically, the surveys consisted of point counts conducted between dawn and five hours after sunrise

to establish quantitative estimates of bird abundance in suitable habitat types within the Property.

During the survey, evidence of breeding behaviour was recorded which generally includes, but is not

limited to, males singing, nest building, egg incubation, territorial defence, carrying food, and feeding

their young.

To supplement the survey, area searches of the habitat were completed using binoculars to observe

species presence and breeding activity between point counts. Area searches involved noting all

individual bird species and their corresponding breeding evidence while traversing the habitat on foot.

Point count locations are displayed on Figure 3.

Results of breeding bird studies within the Property are included in Section 4.3.3.1.

3.4 Amphibian Breeding Survey

Amphibian monitoring followed the Marsh Monitoring Program protocol (Bird Studies Canada, 2009). In

accordance with the protocol, three different surveys were conducted between April 1 and June 30,

with at least two-weeks between each survey. Surveys were completed between one half hour after

sunset and midnight during evenings with a minimum night temperature of 5 ⁰C, 10 ⁰C, and 17 ⁰C for

each of the three respective surveys. Survey points are displayed on Figure 3. 

The calling activity of individuals estimated to be within 100 m of the observation point were

documented. All individuals beyond 100 m were recorded as outside the count circle and calling activity

was not recorded. Calling activity was then ranked using one of the three abundance code categories:

 Code 1: Calls not simultaneous, number of individual can be accurately counted

 Code 2: Some calls simultaneous, number of individuals can be reliably estimated

 Code 3: Calls continuous and overlapping, number of individuals cannot be estimated. 
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In areas were appropriate habitat exists vernal pools were also visually examined for egg masses and

amphibian larvae in conjunction with other field surveys. These searches occurred between April and

June when amphibians were concentrated around suitable breeding habitat.

Results of amphibian breeding studies within the Property are included in Section 4.3.3.2.

3.5 Incidental Wildlife

A general wildlife assessment was completed within the Property through incidental observations while

on site. Any incidental observations of wildlife were noted, as well as other wildlife evidence such as

dens, tracks, and scat, where possible. For each observation, notes, and when possible, photos were

taken. These observations helped to determine potential ecological functions, linkages, etc. within the

Property.

Results relating to incidental wildlife within the Property have been included in Section 4.3.5.
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4.0 Results of Biophysical Inventory

A biophysical inventory of natural features within the Property was completed in accordance with the

methods detailed in Section 3.0. The analysis of data collected from secondary source information and

during 2021 field studies was used to evaluate the significance of natural heritage features within the

Property.

4.1 Aquatic Environment 

The potential for HDF assessments was investigated through ELC and other field surveys and it was

determined that the potential features apparent in aerial photos are only were providing surface flow

conveyance off the field (runoff) due to topography and there was no connectivity between

ecosites/habitats. As a result, no HDF’s are present.

Potential impacts to surface water flows are discussed in Section 7.1. 

4.2 Terrestrial Environment

4.2.1  Ecological Land Classification

A total of six ecological communities were observed within the Property during the ELC survey and

include the following: Fresh-Moist Bur Oak Deciduous Forest (FODM9-3), Fresh-Moist Green Ash-

Hardwood Deciduous Forest (FODM7-2), Fresh-Moist Mixed Meadow/Gray Dogwood Deciduous Thicket

Complex (MEMM4/THDM5-1), Annual Row Crop (OAGM1), Fresh-Moist Deciduous Thicket (THDM5),

and Mixed Meadow (MEM). The location, type, and boundaries of these communities are delineated in

Figure 3. Each of the vegetation communities surveyed within the Property are considered common in

Ontario. Table 5 outlines the communities documented during ELC surveys and summarizes the

dominant vegetation cover.

Table 5: Ecological Land Classification

ELC Code Classification Description
Photo # (Appendix

C) 

OAGM1
Annual Row Crops

Course Mineral

Lands within the Property consisted predominately of

cultivated field planted with soy bean.
Photo 5, 67-71

THDM5

Fresh-Moist

Deciduous Thicket

On the north end of the Property, this ecosite is made

up of mostly Common Buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica)

with scattered mature trees consisting of Manitoba

Maple (Acer negundo), Green Ash (Fraxinus

pennsylvanica), and White Elm (Ulmus americana).

Photos 1-4, 29-31,

36-39, 58-64

Swale Inclusion 

Within THDM5, there was a small swale inclusion that

contained Reed Canary Grass (Phalaris arundinacea),

Purple Loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) and Red-Osier

Dogwood (Cornus sericea ssp sericea).

Photos 6-9, 27-28
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ELC Code Classification Description
Photo # (Appendix

C) 

MEMM4/

THDM5-1 

Fresh-Moist Mixed

Meadow/ Gray

Dogwood Deciduous

Thicket Complex

Dominated by White Ash (Fraxinus Americana) and

Green Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), Common

Buckthorn, Grass specics (Poa sp.) and Goldenrod

species (Solidago sp.). This ecosite is found on the

south-east portion of the Property.

Photos 32-35

MEM   Mixed Meadow   
This ecosite is found along the NW boundary line of the

Property.
68

FODM7-2  

Fresh-Moist Green

Ash-Hardwood

Deciduous Forest

The woodlot at the south-west end of the Property is

primarily dominated by Green Ash There are two

wetland inclusions (less than 0.5 ha) associated with

the forest described below.

Photos 11-19, 54-57

SWDM2-2 Inclusion

Green Ash Mineral

Deciduous Swamp

Green Ash-dominated deciduous swamp, found in the

south side of the Property, on the south-east end of the 

woodlot.

Photos 23-26, 46-53

MASM1-1 Inclusion

Cattail Mineral

Shallow Marsh

This ecosite is found in the south end of the Property,

and consists of a shallow marsh that is dominated by

cattails and contains Purple Loosestrife, Reed Canary

Grass and Green Ash.

Photos 20-22, 40-42

FODM9-3 
Fresh-Moist Bur Oak

Deciduous Forest

In the southern area of the woodlot on the Property,

Bur Oak   (Quercus macrocarpa) dominates.
Photos 43-45

Natural communities (e.g., woodland, meadow, etc.) within the Property have been disturbed due to

adjacent anthropogenic uses (i.e., roads, agriculture, etc.) and contain invasive species such as Reed

Canary Grass (Phalaris arundinacea), Common Buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica) and Purple Loosestrife

(Lythrum salicaria).

Potential impacts to vegetation communities are discussed further in Section 7.1.

4.3 Vegetation

A total of 94 plant species were documented during 2021 field studies. Of the 94 species, 57% are listed

as native species and are considered to be common (S4) to very common (S5) in the province of Ontario;

1% (1 species) is listed as native and Imperiled (S2) in the province; 34% are listed as introduced species;

therefore, a status ranking is not applicable as the species is not a suitable target for conservation

activities (SRank of SE or SNA). The remaining 8% were undetermined species. 

The Co-efficient of Conservatism (CC) provides additional information on the nature of the vegetation

communities within the Property. The CC values range from 0 to 10 and represent an estimated

probability that a plant is likely to occur in a landscape that is relatively unaltered or is in a pre-

settlement condition. For example, a CC of 0 is given to plants such as Manitoba Maple that

demonstrate little fidelity to any remnant natural community, i.e., may be found almost anywhere. 
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Similarly, a CC of 10 is applied to plants like Shrubby Cinquefoil (Potentilla fructicosa) that are almost

always restricted to a pre-settlement remnant, i.e., a high quality natural area. Introduced plants were

not part of the pre-settlement flora, so no CC values have been applied to these species.

Of the plant species identified within the Property, all but one have a CC value of 6 or below. Meadow

Evening Primrose (Oenothera pilosella) has a CC value of 8. The mean CC value for the site was 3.07 out

of a possible 10, indicating a disturbed landscape. A full list of the vegetation species observed within

the Property has been included in Appendix D.

Potential impacts related to vegetation within the Property are included in Section 7.1.

4.3.1  Wetlands

Within the Fresh - Moist Green Ash Hardwood Deciduous Forest (FODM7-2) there are two wetland

inclusions identified within the Property during the ELC surveys. A small Cattail Mineral Shallow Marsh

(MASM1-1) inclusion associated with a small Green Ash Mineral Deciduous Swam (SWDM2-2) occurs in

the south portion of the Property. 

Due to their small sizes, these inclusions are not considered part of a PSW system, nor do they warrant

additional mitigation measures (i.e. 30 m buffer). These inclusions will be protected as part of the

woodland.

Potential impacts to woodlands and other natural heritage features are discussed in Section 7.1.

4.3.2  Woodlands

The Significant Woodland on the southwestern portion of the Property was investigated as part of ELC

surveys, and was determined to be a combination of a Fresh-Moist Green Ash-Hardwood Deciduous

Forest community (FODM7-2), dominated by Green Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica) with areas of flooding,

and a Fresh-Moist Bur Oak Deciduous Forest (FODM9-3) community.

Potential impacts related to woodlands within the Property are included in in Section 7.1.

4.3.3  Significant Wildlife Habitat

Based on the presence of the woodland and wetland inclusions within the Property, breeding bird and

amphibian breeding habitat surveys were conducted to establish baseline conditions, and to determine

whether SWH for breeding birds and/or amphibians exists within the Property. There were no targeted

surveys conducted to confirm presence of bats, however there is potential for SWH for Bat Maternity

Colonies within the woodland on the Property (Figure 4).

Because the potential for Bat Maternity Colonies habitat exists within the woodland, the potential for

significant wildlife habitat within and adjacent to the Property was investigated through field surveys

and background review.

No other significant wildlife habitat was identified within the Property. Please refer to Sections 4.3.3.1

and 4.3.3.2 for specific results related to breeding birds and amphibians, respectively.
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4.3.3.1  Breeding Bird Survey

A total of 28 bird species were observed in the Property during breeding bird surveys (Table 6). Of the

28 species observed, one SAR, Barn Swallow (THR) was observed as a flyover. The remaining 27 bird

species observed are considered common and secure (S4) to very common (S5) in the province of

Ontario based on the provincial conservation rankings assigned by the NHIC. 

Table 6: Breeding Bird Survey Results

Scientific Name Common Name SARA  1 ESA2  Srank3 
Breeding

Evidence

Empidonax alnorum Alder Flycatcher --- --- S5B H, S 

Corvus brachyrhynchos American Crow  --- --- S5B X 

Carduelis tristis American Goldfinch --- --- S5B F/O

Turdus migratorius American Robin --- --- S5B H, S, A

Icterus galbula Baltimore Oriole --- --- S4B H 

Hirundo rustica Barn Swallow THR THR S4B F/O

Poecile atricapillus Black-capped Chickadee --- --- S5 H 

Cyanocitta cristata Blue Jay --- --- S5 X 

Molothrus ater Brown-headed Cowbird --- --- S4B X 

Branta canadensis Canada Goose --- --- S5 F/O

Quiscalus quiscula Common Grackle --- --- S5B H 

Tyrannus Eastern Kingbird --- --- S4B H 

Sturnus vulgaris European Starling --- --- SNA F/O

Dumetella carolinensis Gray Catbird --- --- S4B H, P

Myiarchus crinitus Great Crested Flycatcher --- --- S4B H 

Troglodytes aedon House Wren --- --- S5B H 

Charadrius vociferous Killdeer --- --- S5B,S5N F/O/, X, P

Anas platyrhynchos Mallard --- --- S5 F/O

Zenaida macroura Mourning Dove --- --- S5 F/O

Cardinalis Northern Cardinal --- --- S5 H 

Colaptes auratus Northern Flicker --- --- S4B H 

Mimus polyglottos Northern Mockingbird --- --- S4 H, S

Vireo olivaceus Red-eyed Vireo --- --- S5B H 

Agelaius phoeniceus Red-winged Blackbird --- --- S4 H, S

Larus delawarensis Ring-billed Gull --- --- S5B,S4N X 
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Scientific Name Common Name SARA  1  ESA2  Srank3 
Breeding

Evidence

Melospiza melodia Song Sparrow  --- --- S5B H, A, S

Meleagris gallopavo Wild Turkey --- --- S5 X 

Setophaga petechia Yellow Warbler --- --- S5B H 

1Federal Species at Risk Act (Source: SARA Public Registry, 2007); 2Provincial Endangered Species Act (Source: MNRF website,

2007); 3Subnational (Provincial) Rank (Source: MNRF National Heritage Information Centre website, 2007);

4Breeding Bird Codes from Breeding Bird Atlas of Ontario (Cadman et al. 2007)

Observed 

X Species observed in its breeding season (no breeding evidence) 

Possible 

H Species observed in its breeding season in suitable nesting habitat 

S Singing male(s) present, or breeding calls heard, in suitable nesting 

habitat in breeding season 

Probable 

P Pair observed in suitable nesting habitat in nesting season 

T Permanent territory presumed through registration of territorial 

song, or the occurrence of an adult bird, at the same place, in breeding 

habitat, on at least two days a week or more apart, during its breeding 

season.  

D Courtship or display, including interaction between a male and a 

female or two males, including courtship feeding or copulation 

V Visiting probable nest site 

A Agitated behaviour or anxiety calls of an adult

B Brood Patch on adult female or cloacal protuberance on adult male

N Nest-building or excavation of nest hole, except by a wren or a

woodpecker

F/O Flyover

Confirmed

NB Nest-building or excavation of nest hole by a

species other than a wren or a woodpecker

DD Distraction display or injury feigning

NU Used nest or egg shells found (occupied or

laid within the period of the survey)

FY Recently fledged young (nidicolous species) or

downy young (nidifugous species), including

incapable of sustained flight

AE Adult leaving or entering nest sites in

circumstances indicating occupied nest

FS Adult carrying fecal sac

CF Adult carrying food for young

NE Nest containing eggs

NY Nest with young seen or heard

There were no rare species or SCC observed during the surveys. 

SAR are discussed further in Section 4.3.4. Impacts to general wildlife including breeding birds are

discussed further in Section 7.1.4.

4.3.3.2  Amphibian Survey

Potential amphibian breeding habitat was identified within the Property. In accordance with the

Ecoregion 7E Criterion Schedule (MNRF 2015), the Property was considered for amphibian breeding

habitat given the potential for amphibian breeding in association with the woodland and wetlands in the

Property. Consistent with the Criterion Schedule, in order for amphibian breeding habitats to be

significant, they must contain one or more of the listed newt/salamander species; at least two or more

of the listed frog/toad species with at least 20 individuals (adults or egg masses) of each species; or at

least two of the listed frog/toad species with Call Code 3. 

No amphibian species were observed within the Property during the 2021 amphibian breeding surveys.

Since no individuals were observed within 100 m of the point count locations, SWH for breeding

amphibians is not present within 120 m of the Property.
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4.3.4  Species at Risk 

As noted in Section 4.3.3.1, a Barn Swallow was observed during the 2021 breeding bird survey. While

this species was observed within the Property, suitable breeding habitat (i.e., nesting structures) was

not observed.

As mentioned above, while targeted surveys were not conducted within the adjacent lands, potential

habitat for bats, including SAR, may exist within the woodland located along the south-west edge of the

Property (Figure 4).

No other SAR or SAR habitat was identified within the Property during the 2021 field surveys. Potential

impacts related to SAR are addressed further in Section 7.1.

4.3.5  Incidental Wildlife

Incidental wildlife species observed within the Property are listed below in Table 7. Incidental species

observed are considered common and secure in Ontario (S4 or S5).

Table 7: Incidental Wildlife Observations 

Scientific Name Common Name SARA1  ESA2  Srank3 

Birds

Charadrius vociferous Killdeer --- --- S5B,S5N

Scolopax minor American Woodcock --- --- S4B

Mammals

Sylvilagus floridanus Eastern Cottontail --- --- S5

Canis latrans Coyote --- --- S5

1Federal Species at Risk Act (Source: SARA Public Registry, 2007); 2Provincial Endangered Species Act (Source: MNRF website,

2007); 3Subnational (Provincial) Rank (Source: MNRF National Heritage Information Centre website, 2007

Potential impacts related to wildlife within the Property are included in Section 7.1.4.
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5.0 Ecological Function

Natural features within the Property were analyzed to determine their ecological function. At the larger

landscape scale, the Property within the Little Etobicoke Creek subwatershed and larger Etobicoke Creek

Watershed within the region known as the Peel Plain. The majority of the Property consists of a

cultivated field with a Significant Woodland designated as a Significant Natural Area in Schedule 3 of the

City’s OP (Appendix B). The Property is designated as Business Employment on Schedule 10 of the City’s

OP and is surrounded by a mix of industrial and commercial lands and roads/highways to the north,

west and east. At the south end of the Property, the woodland is part of a larger woodland and

unevaluated wetlands that are bounded further south by Highway 403.

The Significant Woodland on the southwestern side of the Property may provide ecological and

hydrological function, however, the potential for important connectivity and linkage functions within the

subwatershed landscape are limited due to the interruption by roadways and highways (e.g. Highway

403, Eglinton Avenue East, Eastgate Parkway and Tomken Road). Vegetation communities within the

Property were assumed to provide Candidate SWH and potential habitat for SAR. Deciduous forest

communities, considered Significant Woodlands, may provide potential habitat for SAR bats. 

In addition, the high level of pervious cover provide infiltration of surface flows, which aid to prevent

erosion and runoff, facilitating hydrological and nutrient cycling, and improving localized soil, water and

air quality. While the majority of the Property contains pervious surfaces, agriculture is the primary land

use of the Property. During periods of tilling and reduced cover from annual row crops, exposed lands of

the Property may be susceptible to sheet flooding. 

The abundance of invasive plant species including Common Buckthorn, Reed Canary Grass and Purple

Loosestrife, may limit the potential for ecological function of the woodland, although the area still

provides general habitat for local wildlife species.
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6.0 Description of Proposed Development 

The development within the Property consists of two single detached buildings (Figure 5). Construction

of the proposed development would include the removal of select trees and ground vegetation from the

development area, construction of the buildings, placement of hardscape (e.g. parking lot) and

underground servicing for stormwater and sanitary water.

The potential impacts of the development are discussed in Section 7.0.

6.1 Potential Driveway Extension through Woodland

In addition to the proposed development, based on discussions with the City, a potential driveway may

be required to provide access through the proposed development to Infrastructure Ontario (IO) lands to

the west of the Property (Figure 5). Due to the configuration of the Significant Woodland within the

Property (occupies the entire southwestern portion), the driveway would need to traverse a portion of

the woodland to access the IO lands. As previously mentioned, the Significant Woodland is considered

part of the Significant Natural Area as defined in Schedule 3 of the City’s OP.

Section 6.3.27 of the City’s OP indicates that ‘development and site alteration as permitted in

accordance with the Greenlands designation within or adjacent to a Significant Natural Area will not be

permitted unless all reasonable alternatives have been considered and any negative impacts minimized.

Any negative impact that cannot be avoided will be mitigated….This will be demonstrated through a

study in accordance with requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. When not subject to

Environmental Assessment Act, an Environmental Impact Study will be required’. As such, the only access

connection to IO lands is through the Significant Natural Area, no other reasonable alternatives are

possible. 

As per Policy 7.3.1.4 of the TRCA LCP, a 10 m buffer must be established from the Significant Woodland;

however, the TRCA also has policies surrounding compensation for woodlands where encroachment is

necessary/ unavoidable. 

It should be noted that the potential driveway as shown on Figure 5, is subject to change through

consultation with the City and through detailed design. Regardless of where the driveway is situated

with respect to the proposed development, it will be required to bisect the Significant Natural Area to

the west of the Property boundary. Therefore, while we would recommend situating the driveway along

the edge of the feature to reduce the amount of fragmentation, there should not be a significant

difference in terms of potential impacts to the woodland as a result of the final driveway location. In

addition, within the Property boundaries, no specific features to avoid (i.e., wetlands, Butternut, etc.)

were observed within the woodland. We would, however recommend siting the driveway to avoid large,

mature trees where possible, and timing tree removal outside of the bird and bat windows. 

Refer to Section 9.0 for additional impacts and mitigation measures for the proposed development.
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7.0 Impact Assessment

7.1 Potential Direct Impacts 

Direct impacts are those that are immediately evident as a result of a development. Typically, the

adverse effects of direct impacts are most evident during the site preparation and construction phase of

a development. Potential direct impacts of the proposed residential development include the following: 

 Diversion of surface water flows

 Erosion and sedimentation into natural features (woodland) 

 Tree and vegetation removal 

 Loss of/ disturbance to significant wildlife habitat and wildlife in general.

7.1.1  Diversion of Surface Water Flows

The potential impacts of changes to land use and land cover on the health of a watershed can include

changes to groundwater infiltration, run off, stream flow regime, water quality, stream channel erosion,

and wildlife habitat.

The most notable difference to the Property is the removal of vegetation and addition of impervious

surfaces as a type of surface cover (i.e., parking lots, rooftops, etc.). Impervious surfaces prevent

infiltration of water into the soils and the removal of the vegetation removed the evapotranspiration

component of the natural water balance. The TRCA Stormwater Management Criteria (TRCA, 2012)

requires that at minimum, a 5 mm rainfall event be retained on site to promote site water balance. The

final runoff volume to meet water balance criteria will be based on the final site plan, will be confirmed

through Detailed Design, and should be agreed upon in consultation with the TRCA. 

7.1.2  Erosion and Sedimentation of Natural Features 

Construction activity, especially operations involving the handling of earthen material, increases the

availability of sediment for erosion and transport. In order to mitigate the adverse environmental

impacts caused by the release of sediment-laden runoff into drainage ditches, measures for erosion and

sediment control (ESC) are recommended for the construction site and an ESC plan will be provided at

the Detailed Design stage. 

Potential impacts to these features may include disturbance to or loss of additional vegetation due to

the deposition of dust and/or overland mobilization of soil.

Refer to Section 8 for mitigation measures related to erosion and sedimentation within the Property.
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7.1.3  Tree and Vegetation Removal 

The proposed development plan indicates tree and ground vegetation removal limited to the proposed

development plan shown on Figure 5 to facilitate grading and construction of the development.

The proposed development will result in approximately 1.9 ha of vegetation removal throughout the

area of the Property. On a site level, the impacts of tree and vegetation removal may include:

 Direct loss of trees

 Decreased floral species richness and abundance

 Negative edge effects, include altered soil conditions and water availability

 Loss of native seed banks 

 Physical injury, root damage, and compaction of trees not intended for removal that may result

from construction operations. 

In addition to the two proposed buildings, a driveway extension to Winchester Drive has been proposed

to be built off the northwest side of the Property to access IO lands (Figure 5). The proposed driveway

will cross through the Significant Woodland/Significant Natural Area that occupies the southwestern

portion of the Property and would involve removal of trees and other vegetation associated with the

Significant Woodland. There would be an encroachment of approximately 0.1 ha and 0.01 ha, into the

Significant Woodland and Significant Woodland Buffer, respectively.

Mitigation and compensation measures are discussed further in Section 8.0.

7.1.4  Loss of and/or Disturbance to Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat

Wildlife may be impacted due to vegetation clearing during construction within the proposed

development area. Ground vegetation will be removed in the majority of the development area with

select encroachment into the Significant Woodland for the driveway access to the north which may

contain SWH for bat maternity colonies and wildlife habitat for a number of other species. 

More specifically, wildlife may be impacted by construction in the following ways:

  Displacement, injury, or death resulting from contact with heavy equipment during clearing and

grading activities 

 Disturbance to wildlife as a result of noise associated with construction activities, particularly

during breeding periods 

 Loss of general wildlife habitat.

Wildlife impact mitigation measures have been recommended for the development area and are

included in Section 8.2.
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7.2 Potential Indirect Impacts 

Indirect impacts are those that do not always manifest in the core area of development, but in the lands

adjacent to the development. Indirect impacts can begin in the construction phase; however, they can

continue post-construction. Potential indirect impacts of the proposed development include

anthropogenic disturbance and colonization of non-native and/or invasive species.

7.2.1  Anthropogenic disturbance

Disturbance to local wildlife communities due to indirect impacts on the lands adjacent to the proposed

development could result if lest unmitigated. Noise, light, vibration and human presence are indirect

impacts that can adversely influence the population size and breeding success of local wildlife. These

effects are more pronounced when new development is introduced in non-disturbed areas. As lands

within the Proposed Development Area are already disturbed due to the existing land uses

(i.e.,  agricultural); impacts as a result of the proposed development are expected to be minimal. 

7.2.2  Colonization of Non-native and/or Invasive Species 

Physical site disturbance may increase the likelihood that non-native and/or invasive flora species will be

introduced to the surrounding vegetation communities. Invasive flora can establish in disturbed sites

and can encroach onto adjacent undisturbed lands more efficiently than native flora. This type of

colonization is currently occurring within the natural features on the Property (i.e., Common Buckthorn,

Purple Loosestrife). In order to maximize ecological function, removal of invasive species paired with

planting of native tree and shrub species is recommended. 

Mitigation measures related to control of invasive species are addressed in Section 8.2.
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8.0 Mitigation and Opportunities for Enhancement 

Mitigation involves the avoidance or minimization of developmental impacts through good design,

construction practices and/or restoration and enhancement activities. The feasibility of mitigation

options has been evaluated based on the natural features within and adjacent to the Property. 

A variety of mitigation techniques can be used to minimize or eliminate the above-mentioned impacts.

These measures include enhancement of the buffer areas through a Landscaping and Planting Plan, a

Stormwater Management (SWM) Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan and an Environmental

Monitoring Plan. Each mitigation measure is introduced below. Detailed mitigation measures will be

finalized in consultation with TRCA and City as part of the preliminary and Detailed Design of the

development. 

8.1 Natural Heritage Buffers

The proposed development will be limited to the boundaries shown on Figure 5, with an approximate

buffer of 10 m applied from the Significant Woodland. This buffer is expected to minimize the potential

impacts described in Section 7.0.

8.1.1  Landscaping and Planting Plan

The proposed development plan will require the removal of vegetation within the Proposed

Development Area, as indicated on Figure 5. As a result, a Landscaping and Planting Plan should be

prepared to off-set proposed vegetation removal and propose enhancements to natural areas where

possible. Compensation plantings of trees, if required, are generally based on the number of removals

required to facilitate construction of the development. The exact number of compensation plantings

and locations, if required, is to be determined through Detailed Design. If there is encroachment into the

Significant Woodland and/or the associated 10 m buffer, potential offsetting or compensation measures

will need to be discussed in consultation with the City and the TRCA.

8.1.2  Woodland Compensation Plan

As per section 6.3.11 of the City’s OP: Minor refinements to the boundaries of the Natural Heritage

System may occur through Environmental Impact Studies, updates of the Natural Heritage System, or

other appropriate studies accepted by the City without amendment to this Plan. Major boundary

changes require an amendment to this Plan. If there is encroachment into the Significant Woodland

and/or the associated 10 m buffer, potential offsetting or compensation measures will need to be

discussed in consultation with the City and the TRCA and in accordance with TRCA’s Guidelines for

Determining Ecosystem Compensation (TRCA, 2018). 

Details of the compensation plan will be confirmed through consultation with the TRCA through detailed

design of the development. 
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8.2 Wildlife Impact Mitigation Plan

The establishment of an approximately 10 m buffer from the majority of the Significant Woodland is

expected to minimize potential impacts to wildlife, including potential candidate SWH and SAR habitat

within the Property.

Strategies to mitigate impacts to general wildlife prior to and during construction are proposed. These

may include (but are not limited to): 

  Clearing vegetation outside the breeding bird season (April 1 to August 31) and active Bat

Season (May 1 – October 31) 

 Should any clearing be required during the breeding bird season (April 1 to August 31), nest

searches conducted by a qualified person must be completed 48 hours prior to clearing

activities. If nests are found, work within approximately 10 m (depending on the associated bird

species) of the tree should cease until the young of year have fledged or until the nest is

determined to be inactive. If no nests are present, clearing may occur. This is in accordance with

the federal Migratory Birds Convention Act 

 Schedule vegetation clearing and grading activities to avoid disturbance to breeding amphibians

and other sensitive wildlife species, where possible

 Where possible, maximize the distance of construction equipment used from the

woodland/wetland edge to avoid disturbing wildlife

 Limit the use of lighting, where possible

 Installation of wildlife exclusion fencing and escape routes, which direct wildlife away from the

construction area and to more suitable habitat 

 Visual monitoring for wildlife species and avoidance where encountered, if possible

 If necessary, have a qualified biologist monitor construction in the areas of potential wildlife

habitat. If wildlife are found within the construction area they will be re-located to an area

outside of the development into an area of appropriate habitat, as necessary

 Wash equipment before moving between sites to control spread of invasive species

 Construction crews working on site should be educated on local wildlife and take appropriate

measures for avoiding wildlife

 Should an animal be injured or found injured during construction they should be transported to

an appropriate wildlife rehabilitation center. 

8.3 Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

Construction activity, especially operations involving the handling of earthen material, dramatically

increases the availability of sediment for erosion and transport by surface drainage. In order to mitigate

the adverse environmental impacts caused by the release of sediment-laden runoff into receiving

watercourses, measures for erosion and sediment control are required for construction sites. This is an

extremely important component of land development and plays an important role in the protection of

downstream watercourses and aquatic habitat. 
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Control measures must be selected that are appropriate for the erosion potential of the site. It is

important that the control measures be implemented and modified on a staged basis to reflect the site

activities. Furthermore, their effectiveness decreases with sediment loading and therefore, inspection

and maintenance is required.

In addition, an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan will be developed as part of Detailed Design for the

proposed development. The plan may include, but is not limited to installation of geotextile silt fences,

rock check dams, ditch checks, mud mats, temporary sediment ponds, designated topsoil stockpile

areas, and cut-off swales and ditches to divert surface flows to the appropriate sediment control area;

with provisions for re-vegetating the area as soon as construction is completed. More specifically, the

plan may include the following measures:

  Standard duty silt fencing (OPSD 219.110) and/or other equivalent erosion and sediment

controls should be installed around the perimeter of the work area to clearly demarcate the

construction area and prevent erosion and sedimentation into adjacent habitats. Erosion and

sediment control measures should be monitored regularly to ensure they are functioning

properly and if issues are identified should be dealt with promptly. 

 Stockpiling of excavated material should not occur outside the delineated work area. If

stockpiling is to occur outside of this area, silt fencing should be used to contain any spoil piles to

prevent sedimentation into adjacent areas. Further, stockpiling of excavated materials will not

occur within 30 m of watercourses. 

 A spill response plan should be developed and implemented as required.

 The use of silt socks, dewatering ponds, etc. should be implemented to avoid sedimentation and

erosion in adjacent areas as required. If dewatering requires more than 50,000 litres (L) of water

to be pumped per day, appropriate permits must be obtained from the MECP prior to the

dewatering. 

8.4 Environmental Monitoring Plan

The Environmental Monitoring Plan (EMP) will be carried out through the duration of construction

activities on-site to ensure that the erosion and sediment control measures operate effectively and to

monitor the potential impact, if any, upon the natural environment. The duration of construction is

defined as the period of time from the beginning of earthworks until the site is stabilized. Site

stabilization is defined as the point in time when the roads have been paved, buildings have been built,

lawns have been sodded and restoration plantings have been completed.

Erosion and sediment control measures should be regularly monitored and are likely to require periodic

cleaning (e.g., removal of accumulated silt), maintenance and/or re-construction. Inspections of the

erosion and sediment controls on the construction site should be undertaken by a certified sediment

and erosion control monitor. If damaged control measures are observed they should be repaired and/or

replaced promptly. Site inspection staff and construction managers should refer to the Erosion and

Sediment Control Inspection Guide (2008) prepared by the Greater Golden Horseshoe Area Conservation
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Authorities. This guide provides information related to the inspection reporting, problem response and

proper installation techniques.

The EMP will be implemented during active construction periods for the development with the following

frequency:

 On a bi-weekly basis, and/or

 Aster every 10 mm or greater rainfall event.

Protected vegetation areas will require periodic monitoring to ensure that they are not being impacted

by the proposed development. Should impacts be observed, necessary steps will be taken to ensure that

the impacted vegetation is either restored or replaced.
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9.0 Summary

This EIS was prepared for the proposed development located at 4496 Tomken Road, in the City of

Mississauga. The findings of the biophysical inventory, which consisted of secondary source reviews and

comprehensive field studies, are presented in this EIS. Due to the presence of natural heritage features

within and adjacent to the Property as well as areas designated by the City as Special Management Area

under Schedule 3 of the OP, this EIS report has been prepared.

The majority of the Property consists of row crops with Significant Woodland at the southwest corner of

the Property. A total of 28 common bird species were observed during breeding bird surveys, including

one SAR (Barn Swallow). A total of 94 plant species were observed, none of which are considered

threatened or endangered under the ESA (2017). Candidate SWH and SAR habitat were also identified

associated with the Significant Woodland.

Impacts to the features and habitat identified within and adjacent to the Property will be avoided or

minimized by implementing the mitigation, restoration, and management measures described in this

report. In addition, the potential driveway to access IO lands would involve the removal of trees and

vegetation in habitat that has the potential to support SAR Bats; and activities would be subject to the

compensation policies of the TRCA, and mitigation measures described in this report. 
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McLean, Kelly <kmclean@dillon.ca>

Fwd: 4496 Tomken Road Terms of Reference

Moore, Whitney <wmoore@dillon.ca> Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 3:04 PM
To: Jaimie Bortolotti <jbortolotti@dillon.ca>, Kelly McLean <kmclean@dillon.ca>

This would be the date it was "accepted"

Whitney Moore

Associate

Dillon Consulting Limited

177 Colonnade Rd South, Suite 101

Ottawa, Ontario, K2E 7J4

T - 613.745.2213 ext. 3040

F - 613.745.3491

M - 613.797.1235

WMoore@dillon.ca

www.dillon.ca

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Lina Alhabash <Lina.Alhabash@trca.ca>
Date: Fri, May 7, 2021 at 1:11 PM
Subject: RE: 4496 Tomken Road Terms of Reference
To: Moore, Whitney <wmoore@dillon.ca>
Cc: eplans devdes <eplans.devdes@mississauga.ca>, Catriona Moggach <catriona.moggach@ibigroup.com>, Mazzanti,
Christian <Christian.Mazzanti@colliers.com>, Anthony Syhlonyk <Anthony.Syhlonyk@trca.ca>

Hi Whitney,

Staff completed our review of the TOR and provide the following comments:

1. Please ensure drainage features are identified on the site. These appear to feed the wetlands on and adjacent to
the property.

2. Please provide a Wetland Water Balance Risk Evaluation for the wetlands located on onsite. Depending on the
outcome of this exercise, the level of protection and mitigation required for the wetland will be identified and
provide guidance for site development and storm water management design.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Regards,

Thank you for your email. Please note that TRCA’s Offices are presently closed to visitors. The plan input and review
function continues during the Coronavirus pandemic. In order to reduce the potential of transmission, TRCA requests
that development planning and permit applications and materials be submitted digitally in PDF format. Paper
submissions are discouraged and may result in extended timeframes for review.
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All digital submissions and documents can be submitted to the following e-mail addresses:

Enquiries/ applications within Peel Region municipalities – peelplan@trca.ca

Enquiries/ applications within York Region municipalities – yorkplan@trca.ca

We thank you for your cooperation as we respond to the current situation.

Lina Alhabash, MES (Pl.)

Planner I, Development Planning and Permits

Development and Engineering Services

T: (416) 661-6600 ext. 5657
E: lina.alhabash@trca.ca

A: 101 Exchange Avenue, Vaughan, ON, L4K 5R6 | trca.ca

From: Moore, Whitney <wmoore@dillon.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 1:46 PM
To: Lina Alhabash <Lina.Alhabash@trca.ca>
Cc: eplans devdes <eplans.devdes@mississauga.ca>; Catriona Moggach <catriona.moggach@ibigroup.com>; Mazzanti,
Christian <Christian.Mazzanti@colliers.com>; Anthony Syhlonyk <Anthony.Syhlonyk@trca.ca>
Subject: Re: 4496 Tomken Road Terms of Reference

Hi Lina,

No applications have been submitted yet as we are just initiating detailed works on the site. Pre-consultation (DARC) has
been held with the City but no pre-consultation has been done with TRCA- this is the first.

As with the last file, there isn't currently a development concept as we need to confirm that through the detailed studies.
Please assume that the entire site

will be developed in confirming what field surveys are required so we include everything we need for this field season.

Thanks!

Whitney

Whitney Moore
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Associate

Dillon Consulting Limited

177 Colonnade Rd South, Suite 101

Ottawa, Ontario, K2E 7J4 

T - 613.745.2213 ext. 3040

F - 613.745.3491

M - 613.797.1235

WMoore@dillon.ca

www.dillon.ca

On Fri, Apr 23, 2021 at 12:16 PM Lina Alhabash <Lina.Alhabash@trca.ca> wrote:

Hi Whitney,

Thank you for your email. Can you please provide further information about the proposed development at the subject
property?

Has an application been submitted to TRCA for the proposal? Or Have you had any pre-consultation
meeting/discussion with TRCA?

Thank you,

Thank you for your email. Please note that TRCA’s Offices are presently closed to visitors. The plan input and
review function continues during the Coronavirus pandemic. In order to reduce the potential of transmission, TRCA
requests that development planning and permit applications and materials be submitted digitally in PDF format.
Paper submissions are discouraged and may result in extended timeframes for review.

All digital submissions and documents can be submitted to the following e-mail addresses:

Enquiries/ applications within Peel Region municipalities – peelplan@trca.ca

Enquiries/ applications within York Region municipalities – yorkplan@trca.ca

We thank you for your cooperation as we respond to the current situation.

Lina Alhabash, MES (Pl.)

Planner I, Development Planning and Permits
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Development and Engineering Services

T: (416) 661-6600 ext. 5657
E: lina.alhabash@trca.ca

A: 101 Exchange Avenue, Vaughan, ON, L4K 5R6 | trca.ca

From: Moore, Whitney <wmoore@dillon.ca> 
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2021 1:44 PM
To: Lina Alhabash <Lina.Alhabash@trca.ca>; eplans devdes <eplans.devdes@mississauga.ca>; Catriona Moggach
<catriona.moggach@ibigroup.com>; Mazzanti, Christian <Christian.Mazzanti@colliers.com>
Subject: 4496 Tomken Road Terms of Reference

Good afternoon,

Please see the attached Terms of Reference for an Environmental Impact Study at 4496 Tomken Road in the City of
Mississauga for your comments/ acceptance.

Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks in advance,

Whitney

Whitney Moore

Associate

Dillon Consulting Limited

177 Colonnade Rd South, Suite 101

Ottawa, Ontario, K2E 7J4 

T - 613.745.2213 ext. 3040

F - 613.745.3491

M - 613.797.1235

WMoore@dillon.ca

www.dillon.ca
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This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged,

confidential or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized
representative thereof, please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information
privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message
ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential

or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized
representative thereof, please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information
privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou
une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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TO: Lina Alhabash, Toronto Region Conservation Authority

Planning Department, City of Mississauga

FROM: Whitney Moore,  Dillon Consulting Limited

cc: Franco Bilotta, Mantella Corporation

Catriona Moggach, IBI Group

DATE: April 22, 2021

SUBJECT: Environmental Impact Study Terms of Reference for 4996 Tomken Road, City of

Mississauga

OUR FILE: 21-1385

Introduction

Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon) has been retained by Mantella Corporation to undertake

environmental studies for a proposed development within the property located at 4996 Tomken Road

between Eglinton Avenue West and Eastgate Parkway in the City of Mississauga, Ontario (the ‘property’;

see Figure 1, attached). The property is bounded to the east by Tomken Road; to the north by a

residence, woodland and wetland; to the south by meadow, unevaluated wetland and a power

generation station; and to the west by woodland and unevaluated wetland. 

The property is located in the City of Mississauga and is currently undeveloped, containing a mix of

agricultural, meadow, forest and wetland communities. Per Schedule 10 of the Town’s Official Plan (OP)

(2020) the property is designated as Business Employment, and the woodlands overlapping the western

portion of the property are identified as Greenlands. In addition, Schedule A of the Region of Peel OP

also identifies the woodland area as part of the Core Areas of the Region of Peel Greenland System.

Further, due to the proximity of the property in relation to adjacent unevaluated wetlands, some areas

fall with the Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) Regulation Limit.

Mantella Corporation and Dillon are taking a pro-active approach to environmental-first planning and

undertaking the appropriate environmental studies that are required to complete an Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS) and utilizing the results in the planning of this property. The EIS will be

completed in accordance with both the City OP, as well as the general policies of the TRCA. The purpose

of the EIS is to document the existing conditions of the natural environment, and specifically, the

presence of significant natural features as outlined in Section 2 of the Provincial Policy Statement, which

include:

 Significant wetlands; 

 Significant woodlands;

  Fish habitat;
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 Significant valleylands;

 Significant wildlife habitat;

 Significant areas of natural and scientific

interest (ANSIs); 

  Habitat of Endangered or Threatened

species;

 Sensitive surface water features; and

 Sensitive ground water features.

The EIS will identify the potential impacts that the proposed development may have on these features,

and develop recommendations that will appropriately minimize or eliminate impacts to natural features.

Based on our initial review of aerial photography and secondary sources of the property, due to the

presence of woodlands and wetlands located along the southern portion of the property there is

potential for Species at Risk (SAR), listed as Endangered or Threatened under the Endangered Species

Act, 2007, and SAR habitat to be present within the vicinity of the property; including, but not limited to,

Barn Swallow (Hirundo rustica), Bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus), Eastern Meadowlark (Sturnella

magna), Butternut (Juglans cinerea), and SAR bat species. The potential for SAR and SAR habitat within

the property, including the presence of Butternut, will be examined through field studies proposed for

2021.  Please note however, that no species-specific surveys for SAR have been included in this scope of

work. 

In keeping with the general policies of the TRCA we have prepared the following Terms of Reference

(TOR).  Below, we present the TOR in a check-list format to ensure that the required work and/or studies

are known and agreed to prior to the commencement of work, to facilitate a stream-lined and timely

review process. 

We thank you in advance for establishing these TOR with the project team. Please don’t hesitate to

contact me with any questions.

Yours sincerely,

DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED

Whitney Moore, B.Sc. 

Project Manager, Associate

Encl: Terms of Reference
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Terms of Reference

General Policies

 The EIS must be undertaken by a qualified professional in environmental or related sciences to

the satisfaction of the TRCA.

 A visit to the site may be required by the TRCA prior to, during, or upon receipt of the EIS.

 The staking of significant natural features (i.e., woodlands, wetlands etc.) by the TRCA may be

required.  Staking will generally occur between the end of May and the end of October.  Any

staking that occurs outside of this time may require a confirmatory visit between May and

October.

Existing Conditions

 The existing conditions of the property will be clearly described and clearly mapped on aerial

photographs.

 The description will include the zoning and all designations of all Official Plan(s) (OP) on the

property.  This includes any land use designations from other municipal planning documents,

such as Secondary Plans.

 Land use designations from any other applicable planning documents (i.e., Growth Plan for

Greater Golden Horseshoe, TRCA Watershed Mapping etc.) will be clearly described and the

limits identified in the mapping.

 

 The EIS shall identify the components of the Natural Heritage System (NHS) (should it be located

within the property).  The boundaries of the NHS shall be confirmed in the field by the

proponent, mapped on a figure in the report and approved by the TRCA and the City.

 All designated environmental features (i.e., NHS or natural features identified in the OPs) will be

identified in the mapping and described in the report.  These features include provincial or

regional Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSIs), Provincially and Locally Significant

Wetlands (PSWs and LSWs), Environmentally Significant Areas (ESAs), Significant Wildlife

Habitat, Significant Valleylands, unevaluated wetlands, etc.

 A description of the soils, landforms and surficial geology based on a review of available

mapping and literature will be described in the report.  Any staking done to date as well as the

calculated hazard limits will be provided on constraints mapping. If available, topographical

information will be provided on constraints mapping.

 Hydrological and hydrogeological resources and issues, including surface water features,

recharge/discharge zones, groundwater quality and quantity, groundwater elevations and flow

directions, and connections between groundwater and surface water features will be identified

based on the information available from the consulting team.
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 The vegetation communities will be identified using the Ecological Land Classification (ELC)

system to vegetation type, where possible.  The communities will be identified in the mapping,

using the appropriate ELC codes, as well as described in the text.  As a component of the ELC, a

plant list will be included in the report.  The list will include an analysis for the presence of

federal and provincial threatened or endangered species. 

 A single-season (summer) plant survey is required and must be included in the report.  The list

must include an analysis for the presence of federal and provincial threatened or endangered

species. 

 The EIS requires breeding bird surveys.  The surveys will be conducted during the breeding bird

season at an appropriate time of day in appropriate weather conditions and by a qualified

professional.  A minimum of two surveys are required and they must follow generally accepted

scientific protocols, not necessarily atlasing methods.  A list of the breeding birds must be

included in the report.  The list will include an analysis for the presence of federal or provincial

threatened or endangered species. 

 The EIS requires amphibian breeding surveys.  The surveys will be conducted during the

breeding amphibian season and by a qualified professional.  For calling amphibians a minimum

of three surveys are required.  These surveys must span the full amphibian breeding season to

ensure that the peak periods of activity for early and late breeding species are accounted for.

For non-calling amphibians, appropriate methodology will be used.  A list of the breeding

amphibians will be included in the report.  The list will include an analysis for the presence of

federal and provincial threatened or endangered species. 

 A fisheries habitat assessment will be provided due to the presence of suitable fish habitat.

Existing data regarding fish species will be obtained from LSCRA and/or the MNRF and used for

the fisheries assessment.  The assessment will include a description of watercourses or other fish

habitat on and/or adjacent to the property.

 The fisheries assessment will include community sampling through electrofishing and/or netting

during the appropriate season, under a collection permit issued by the MNRF.

 All incidental wildlife observed will be reported on and listed in the report.  The list will include

an analysis for the presence of federal or provincial threatened or endangered species. 

 A functional assessment of the property describing the ecology of the natural heritage features

and functions (including components of the NHS) within and adjacent to the property will be

provided.  The functional assessment will include ecological function, wetland functions, natural

heritage features and landscapes, benefits of importance to humans, and corridors and linkages,

as required.

 Where the NHS has identified a stream linkage or potential proximity linkage on or adjacent to

the property, the EIS must identify the location, width and proposed vegetation composition of

the linkage.
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 Mapping (at a minimum) will consist of the following:

a) All mapping will have a title, figure number, north arrow, legend and scale or scale bar.

b) A site location map that provides the regional or watershed context of the property.

c) The extent of the NHS and its components will be clearly demarcated on an air photo base,

if applicable.

d) The locations of all watercourses and waterbodies.

e) Vegetation communities will be delineated and identified using ELC.

f) The location of any rare, threatened or endangered species and/or populations will be

identified, if appropriate.

g) The location of important wildlife features (i.e., hibernacula, den, stick nest, etc.) will be

identified.

h) A site plan showing impacts (i.e. encroachment) and mitigation measures (i.e. buffers).

Evaluation of the Ecological Impacts

 An assessment of the potential impacts to the features and functions of natural areas and

natural heritage features (including the NHS and Linkages areas etc.) will be identified and

discussed.

 An assessment of the potential impact on wildlife at a local, watershed and provincial (if

applicable) level will be provided using the Ecoregion 6E criterion schedules (MNRF, 2015).

 In the case of significant natural features (as confirmed through field studies), the EIS must

demonstrate that there is no development or site alteration within the feature with the

exception of uses as specified in the OP and/or prior approvals.  The EIS must determine

appropriate buffers from significant natural features.

 If applicable, where natural features or natural vegetation communities are proposed for

removal, the quantity of removal will also be included.

Recommendations and Mitigation Measures

 Avoidance of any NHS feature is the preferred approach to mitigation unless otherwise specified

in the OP and/or prior approvals.

 Determine adequate buffers through the identification of the critical function and protection

zones of any identified natural areas or natural heritage features.

 Where avoidance of a feature is not feasible or possible, mitigation approaches/techniques

must be provided.  These may include edge management plans, buffer plantings, fencing, low

impact designs (LID), etc.
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 Recommendations for Best Management Practices during construction should be provided.  This

may include silt fencing, tree protection, fencing, identification of timing or seasonal constraints

to construction or restoration, etc.

 Mitigation for negative impacts on the natural features or their ecological functions (or to

achieve no net negative impact) may include, at the discretion of the City in conjunction with

the TRCA, approaches to replace lost areas or functions.  If acceptable, replacement shall, to the

extent possible, occur within the same subwatershed as the proposed development or site

alteration.  The appropriate amount of replacement will be determined through discussions

with the TRCA and the City and will be agreed to by all parties in writing.

 If monitoring is required, the details of a monitoring program must be agreed to in writing by

the TRCA, City and other parties, as required.

Conclusions

The EIS will address the following:

 Conformity with the policies and requirements of the City of Mississauga and the Regional

Municipality of Peel Official Plans.

 Conformity with the policies and requirements of other applicable planning documents (i.e.,

Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, PPS etc.).

 Conformity with the requirements of the TRCA.
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Table C-1: SAR and SCC with the Potential to Occur Within the Property 

Family Group Scientific Name Common Name
SARA

Status1 

ESA

Status2 SRank3 Information

Source4 

Regulated

Habitat
Habitat Requirements2,5

Potential

Habitat in

the

Property

Rationale for Potential

to Occur

Birds

Apodidae Swifts Chaetura pelagica Chimney Swift THR THR S4B,S4N OBBA   FALSE

Commonly found in urban areas near buildings and man-made

structures with vertical faces, of which are used as surfaces for nest-

building. Nests and roosts are most common in chimneys with

preference for larger chimneys with open tops. This species will also

nest and roost in hollow trees and crevices of rock cliffs. Nesting and

roosting sites are situated near areas of water with an abundance of

insects for feeding.

N 
No suitable habitat

identified in Property.

Caprimulgidae Goatsuckers Chordeiles minor
Common

Nighthawk  
THR SC S4B OBBA   FALSE 

Open ground; clearings in dense forests; ploughed fields; gravel

beaches or barren areas with rocky soils; open woodlands; flat gravel

roofs.

Y 
Suitable habitat present in

Property.

Emberizidae Emberizids
Ammodramus

henslowii

Henslow's

Sparrow  
END   END   SHB NHIC  FALSE 

Large, fallow, grassy area with ground mat of dead vegetation, dense

herbaceous vegetation, ground litter and some song perches;

neglected weedy fields; wet meadows; cultivated uplands; a moderate

amount of moisture needed; requires a minimum tract of grassland of

40 ha, but usually in areas >100 ha.

N 
Property is outside of

range.

Falconidae
Caracaras and

Falcons
Falco peregrinus Peregrine Falcon SC SC S3B OBBA   FALSE

Rock cliffs, crags, especially situated near water; tall buildings in urban

centres; threatened by chemical contamination; reintroduction efforts

have been attempted in numerous locations throughout Ontario.

N 
No suitable habitat

identified in Property.

Hirundinidae Swallows Hirundo rustica Barn Swallow   THR THR S4B NHIC, OBBA   FALSE
Farmlands or rural areas; cliffs, caves, rock niches; buildings or other

man-made structures for nesting; open country near body of water.
Y 

Suitable habitat present in

Property.

Hirundinidae Swallows Riparia Bank Swallow   THR THR S4B OBBA   FALSE

Sand, clay or gravel river banks or steep riverbank cliffs; lakeshore

bluffs of easily crumbled sand or gravel; gravel pits, road-cuts,

grassland or cultivated fields that are close to water; nesting sites are

limiting factor for species presence..

N 
No suitable habitat

identified in Property.

Icteridae Blackbirds 
Dolichonyx

oryzivorus
Bobolink   THR THR S4B OBBA   FALSE

Large, open expansive grasslands with dense ground cover; hayfields,

meadows or fallow fields; marshes; requires tracts of grassland >50

ha.

N 

Size of Property does not

meet habitat

requirements.

Icteridae Blackbirds Sturnella magna
Eastern

Meadowlark  
THR THR S4B NHIC, OBBA   FALSE

Open, grassy meadows, farmland, pastures, hayfields or grasslands

with elevated singing perches; cultivated land and weedy areas with

trees; old orchards with adjacent, open grassy areas >10 ha in size.

Y 
Suitable habitat present in

Property.

Turdidae Thrushes Hylocichla mustelina Wood Thrush THR SC S4B OBBA   FALSE

Carolinian and Great Lakes-St. Lawrence forest zones; undisturbed

moist mature deciduous or mixed forest with deciduous sapling

growth; near pond or swamp; hardwood forest edges; must have

some trees higher than 12m.

Y 
Suitable habitat present in

Property.

Tyrannidae
Tyrant

Flycatchers
Contopus virens

Eastern Wood-

pewee
SC SC S4B OBBA   FALSE

Open, deciduous, mixed or coniferous forest; predominated by oak

with little understory; forest clearing, edges; farm woodlots, parks.
Y 

Suitable habitat present in

Property.

Insects

Nymphalidae
Butterflies and

Moths
Danaus plexippus Monarch SC SC S2N,S4B OBA   FALSE

Monarch are commonly found in meadow habitats, abandoned

farmland and roadsides where milkweed and wildflowers (such as

goldenrods, asters and purple loosestrife) are abundant

Y 
Roadside habitat with

purple loosestrife present.

Pieridae
Butterflies and

Moths
Pieris virginiensis

West Virginia

White
--- SC S3 OBA   FALSE N/A N 

Property is outside of

known range.
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Family Group Scientific Name Common Name
SARA

Status1 

ESA

Status2  
SRank3 Information

Source4 

Regulated

Habitat
Habitat Requirements2,5

Potential

Habitat in

the

Property

Rationale for Potential

to Occur

Gomphidae 

Dragonflies

and

Damselflies

Gomphus

quadricolor
Rapids Clubtail END   END   S1

MNRF Reg.

Habitat 
TRUE

In Canada, this species is known to occur on two river systems in

Ontario: the Mississippi and the Humber River. Characteristics of these

occurrence sites include: medium to large streams and rivers, typically

with clear and cool waters, gravel and cobble riffles, and projecting

boulders interspersed with mud pools. Channel widths range from 20

to 50 m, with July water temperatures ranging from 21.6 to 23.3°C,

and mean annual discharge rates of 2.5 to 31.4 m3/s. Rapids Clubtail is

documented as extirpated from two other locations in Ontario: the

Thames and the Credit River; however, in 2005, potential sites were

identified at the Ausable, Sydenham and Grand Rivers.

N 
Property is outside of

known range.

Fish

Cyprinidae Fish and Eels  
Clinostomus

elongatus
Redside Dace END   END   S2

MNRF Reg.

Habitat 
TRUE

This species prefers slow-moving waters of small streams and

headwaters containing pool and riffle habitats with a moderate to

high gradient. Supporting cover of overhanging grasses and shrubs,

undercut banks, and instream cover (boulders and large woody debris)

are characteristic. Gravel substrates are most common, but may also

include a range of silt to boulder substrates. Spawning habitat occurs

in shallow gravel riffles. General habitat preferences are for cool, clear

waters, where summer water temperatures are near or below 20°C.

Suitable pool depths are typically 11 cm to 100 cm, with sream widths

typically ranging from 1 m to 10 m. Overwintering occurs in deep pool

areas with little current. In Canada, this species is found in a few

tributaries of Lake Huron, in streams flowing into western Lake

Ontario, the Holland River (a tributary of Lake Simcoe), and Irvine

Creek (a tributary of the Grand River and Lake Erie). 

N 

Outside of known range,

no running water present

in Property.

Herpetiles

Caudata
Newts and

Salamanders

Ambystoma

jeffersonianum  

Jefferson

Salamander
END   END   S2

OHA, MNRF

Reg. Habitat
TRUE 

This species resides in deciduous or mixed upland forests containing

or adjacent to suitable breeding ponds, which are used for spring

breeding and larval development. Breeding ponds are typically

ephemeral/vernal pools that dry in late summer and are free of

predatory fish. These seasonal pools must contain suitable attachment

sites for egg masses, such as twigs or submerged vegetation. Most of

their lives are spent in their terrestrial habitat, on the forest floors

under cover habitat, including logs, stumps, woody debris as well as

small animal burrows or rock fisures (beneath the frost line), all of

which supports summering and overwintering habitat for mature

adults. This species will move from their forested habitat in the early

spring to deposit their eggs in the aquatic habitat, returning to their

forested habitat by late spring/summer. Adults may travel as much as

one kilometre from breeding sites.

Y 
Suitable habitat present in

Property.

Chelydridae Turtle  Chelydra serpentina Snapping Turtle SC SC S3 OHA  FALSE 

Permanent, semi-permanent fresh water; marshes, swamps or bogs;

rivers and streams with soft muddy banks or bottoms; often uses soft

soil or clean dry sand on south-facing slopes for nest sites; may nest at

some distance from water; often hibernate together in groups in mud

under water; home range size ~28 ha.

Y 
Wetland present on

property.
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Family Group Scientific Name Common Name
SARA

Status1 

ESA

Status2 SRank3 Information

Source4 

Regulated

Habitat
Habitat Requirements2,5

Potential

Habitat in

the

Property

Rationale for Potential

to Occur

Emydidae Turtle 
Emydoidea

blandingii
Blanding's Turtle THR THR S3 OHA FALSE

Shallow water marshes, bogs, ponds or swamps, or coves in larger

lakes with soft muddy bottoms and aquatic vegetation; basks on logs,

stumps, or banks; surrounding natural habitat is important in summer

as they frequently move from aquatic habitat to terrestrial habitats;

hibernates in bogs; not readily observed.

Y 
Wetland present on

property.

Emydidae Turtle 
Graptemys

geographica

Northern Map

Turtle
SC SC S3 OHA FALSE

This species is found in rivers and lakeshores, with a preference for

slow moving currents, muddy bottoms, and abundant aquatic

vegetation. Through spring and summer, it needs suitable basking

sites on emergent rocks and fallen trees, with an unobstructed view

from which it can drop immediately into the water if startled.

Northern Map Turtle require high-quality water that supports the

female’s mollusc prey. In winter, individuals hibernate on the bottom

of deep, slow-moving sections of river.

N 
Running water not

present in Property.

Kinosternidae Turtle  
Sternotherus

odoratus

Eastern Musk

Turtle
SC SC S3 OHA  FALSE

Aquatic, except when laying eggs; shallow slow moving water of lakes,

streams, marshes and ponds; hibernate in underwater mud, in banks

or in muskrat lodges; eggs are laid in debris or under stumps or fallen

logs at waters edge; often share nest sites; sometimes congregate at

hibernation sites; not readily observed.

Y 
Wetland present on

property.

Canidae
Dogs, Foxes

and Wolves

Urocyon

cinereoargenteus
Gray Fox THR THR S1 MWH FALSE 

Hardwood forests with a mix of fields and woods; swamps; wooded,

brushy or rocky habitats; woodland farmland edge; old fields with

thickets; dens in hollow log or tree; individual has numerous winter

dens throughout its range which is > 40 ha.

N Outside of known range.

Vespertilionidae
Plain-nosed

Bats
Myotis leibii

Eastern Small-

footed Myotis
--- END   S2S3 MWH FALSE

Roosts in caves, mine shafts, crevices or buildings that are in or near

woodland; hibernates in cold dry caves or mines; maternity colonies in

caves or buildings; hunts in forests.

Y 
Suitable habitat present in

Property.

Vespertilionidae
Plain-nosed

Bats
Myotis lucifugus

Little Brown

Myotis
END   END   S4 MWH FALSE

Uses caves, quarries, tunnels, hollow trees or buildings for roosting;

winters in humid caves; maternity sites in dark warm areas such as

attics and barns; feeds primarily in wetlands, forest edges.

Y 
Suitable habitat present in

Property.

Vespertilionidae
Plain-nosed

Bats

Myotis

septentrionalis
Northern Myotis END   END   S3 MWH FALSE 

Hibernates during winter in mines or caves; during summer males

roost alone and females form maternity colonies of up to 60 adults;

roosts in houses, manmade structures but prefers hollow trees or

under loose bark; hunts within forests, below canopy.

Y 
Suitable habitat present in

Property.

Vespertilionidae
Plain-nosed

Bats

Pipistrellus

subflavus 
Tri-colored Bat END   END   S3? MWH FALSE 

Can be found in a variety of forested habitats. They form day roosts

and maternity colonies in older forest and occasionally in barns or

other structures, and overwinter in caves. They forage over water and

along streams in the forest.

Y 
Suitable habitat present in

Property.

1 – Status identified by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada under the federal SARA, 2002; 

2 – SAR in Ontario List under the provincial ESA, 2007;

3 – Ontario SRank; S5 = secure; S4= apparently secure; S3 = vulnerable; S2 = imperilled; SX = Extirpated; SH = Possibly Extirpated; SNA = non-native or exotic species to Ontario;

4 – NHIC = MNRF Natural Heritage Information Centre, MNRF SAR in Area = MNRF Species at Risk in Ontario List by area of the province; MNRF Reg. Habitat = MNRF Regulated Habitat (O. Reg. 242/08); MNRF Consult. = MNR Consultation, OBBA = Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas, MWH Digital

Distribution Maps of the Mammals of the Western Hemisphere, version 3.0, OHA = Ontario Herpetofaunal Atlas, OOA = Ontario Odonata Atlas; OBA = Ontario Butterfly Atlas; CBC = Christmas Bird Count; City = Correspondence with City of Hamilton.

5 – MNRF Significant Wildlife Technical Guide - Appendix G (2000).
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Table C-2:  Seasonal Concentration Areas of Animals

Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Species
Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation within the

Property Based on Species Observed

and ELCELC Ecosite Codes Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Waterfowl Stopover and

Staging Areas (Terrestrial)

Rationale: 

Habitat important to migrating

waterfowl.

American Black Duck

Northern Pintail

Gadwall

Blue-winged Teal

Green-winged Teal

American Wigeon

Northern Shoveler

Tundra Swan

CUM1

CUT1

Plus evidence of annual

spring flooding from melt

water or run-off within these

Ecosites.

Fields with seasonal flooding

and waste grains in the Long

Point, Rondeau, Lk. St. Clair,

Grand Bend and Pt. Pelee

areas may be important to

Tundra Swans.

Fields with sheet water during Spring (mid-

March to May). 

 Fields flooding during spring melt and

run-off provide important invertebrate

foraging habitat for migrating

waterfowl. 

 Agricultural fields with waste grains

are commonly used by waterfowl,

these are not considered SWH unless

they have spring sheet water available.

Studies carried out and verified presence of an annual 

concentration of any listed species, evaluation methods to follow

“Bird and Bird Habitats: Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”:

 Any mixed species aggregations of 100 or more individuals

required.

  The flooded field ecosite habitat plus a 100-300 m radius,

dependant on local site conditions and adjacent land use is

the significant wildlife habitat.

  Annual use of habitat is documented from information

sources or field studies (annual use can be based on studies

or determined by past surveys with species numbers and

dates). 

 SWH MIST Index #7 provides development effects and

mitigation measures.

Ecosites not present in Property.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.

Waterfowl Stopover and

Staging Areas (Aquatic)

Rationale:

Important for local and

migrant waterfowl populations

during the spring or fall

migration or both periods

combined. Sites identified are

usually only one of a few in

the eco-district.

Canada Goose

Cackling Goose

Snow Goose

American Black Duck

Northern Pintail

Northern Shoveler

American Wigeon

Gadwall

Green-winged Teal

Blue-winged Teal

Hooded Merganser

Common Merganser

Lesser Scaup

Greater Scaup

Long-tailed Duck  

Surf Scoter

White-winged Scoter

Black Scoter

Ring-necked duck  

Common Goldeneye

Bufflehead

Redhead

Ruddy Duck  

Red-breasted Merganser

Brant

Canvasback

SAF1

SWD1

SWD2

SWD3

SWD4

SWD5

SWD6

SWD7

 Ponds, marshes, lakes, bays, coastal

inlets, and watercourses used during

migration. Sewage treatment ponds

and storm water ponds do not qualify

as a SWH, however a reservoir

managed as a large wetland or

pond/lake does qualify.

 These habitats have an abundant food

supply (mostly aquatic invertebrates

and vegetation in shallow water).

Studies carried out and verified presence of:

  Aggregations of 100 or more of listed species for 7 days,

results in > 700 waterfowl use days.  

  Areas with annual staging of ruddy ducks, canvasbacks, and 

redheads are SWH. 

  The combined area of the ELC ecosites and a 100m radius

area is the SWH.

  Wetland area and shorelines associated with sites identified

within the SWHTG Appendix K are significant wildlife

habitat.  

  Evaluation methods to follow “Bird and Bird Habitats:

Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”. 

  Annual Use of Habitat is Documented from Information

Sources or Field Studies (Annual can be based on completed

studies or determined from past surveys with species

numbers and dates recorded). 

 SWH MIST Index #7 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Occurrence records for the listed

species were not identified during the

background review. Listed species and

ELC ecosites not observed within the

Property. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.
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Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Species
Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation within the

Property Based on Species Observed

and ELCELC Ecosite Codes Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Shorebird Migratory Stopover

Area

Rationale:

High quality shorebird

stopover habitat is extremely

rare and typically has a long

history of use.

Greater Yellowlegs 

Lesser Yellowlegs 

Marbled Godwit 

Hudsonian Godwit 

Black-bellied Plover 

American Golden- Plover 

Semipalmated Plover 

Solitary Sandpiper 

Spotted Sandpiper 

Semipalmated Sandpiper 

Pectoral Sandpiper 

White-rumped Sandpiper 

Baird’s Sandpiper 

Least Sandpiper 

Purple Sandpiper 

Stilt Sandpiper  

Short-billed Dowitcher 

Red-necked Phalarope 

Whimbrel 

Ruddy Turnstone 

Sanderling 

Dunlin

BBS2 

BBT1 

BBT2 

SDO1 

SDS2 

SDT1 

MAM1 

MAM2 

MAM3 

MAM4 

MAM5 

 Shorelines of lakes, rivers and

wetlands, including beach areas, bars

and seasonally flooded, muddy and

un-vegetated shoreline habitats.

 Great Lakes coastal shorelines,

including groynes and other forms of

armour rock lakeshores, are extremely

important for migratory shorebirds in

May to mid-June and early July to

October. 

 Sewage treatment ponds and storm

water ponds do not qualify as a SWH. 

Studies confirming:

 Presence of 3 or more of listed species and > 1000 Shorebird

Use Days during spring or fall migration period (Shorebird

Use Days are the accumulated number of shorebirds

counted per day over the course of the fall or spring

migration period).

  Whimbrel stop briefly (<24hrs) during spring migration; any

site with >100 Whimbrel used for 3 years or more is

significant.

 The area of significant shorebird habitat includes the

mapped ELC shoreline ecosites plus a 100m radius area. 

 Evaluation methods to follow “Bird and Bird Habitats:

Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”. 

 SWH MIST Index #8 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

ELC ecosites were not observed within

the Property.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.

Raptor Wintering Area

Rationale:

Sites used by multiple species,

a high number of individuals,

and used annually are most

significant.

Rough-legged Hawk  

Red-tailed Hawk  

Northern Harrier

American Kestrel

Snowy Owl

Special Concern

Short-eared Owl

Bald Eagle

Hawks/Owls

Combination of ELC

Community Series; need to

have present one Community

Series from each land class: 

Forest

FOC FOD

FOM 

Upland

CUM   CUT

CUS CUW  

Bald Eagle: 

Forest community Series:

FOD, FOM, FOC, SWD, SWM

or SWC on shoreline areas

adjacent to large rivers or

adjacent to lakes with open

water (hunting area).

 The habitat provides a combination of

fields and woodlands that provide

roosting, foraging and resting habitats

for wintering raptors.  

 Raptor wintering (hawk/owl) sites

need to be > 20 ha, with a

combination of forest and upland.

 Least disturbed sites, idle/fallow or

lightly grazed field/meadow (>15ha)

with adjacent woodlands.

 Field area of the habitat is to be wind

swept with limited snow depth or

accumulation.

 Eagle sites have open water and large

trees and snags available for roosting

Studies confirm the use of these habitats by:

 One or more Short-eared Owls or; one or more Bald Eagles

or; At least 10 individuals and two of the listed hawk/owl

species.

  To be significant a site must be used regularly (3 in 5 years)

for a minimum of 20 days by the above number of birds.

  The habitat area for an Eagle winter site is the shoreline

forest ecosites directly adjacent to the prime hunting area.

  Evaluation methods to follow “Bird and Bird Habitats:

Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”.

  SWH MIST Index #10 and #11 provides development effects

and mitigation measures. 

A Red-Tailed Hawk was observed in the

Property during site visits, and a stretch

of >20 ha of forest and upland

communities extends to the southwest

of the site.

Candidate Significant Wildlife Habitat

present for Raptor Wintering Areas.
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Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Species
Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation within the

Property Based on Species Observed

and ELCELC Ecosite Codes Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Bat Hibernacula

Rationale:

Bat hibernacula are rare

habitats in all Ontario

landscapes.

Big Brown Bat

Tri-coloured Bat

Bat Hibernacula may be

found in these ecosites:

CCR1 

CCR2 

CCA1 

CCA2 

(Note: buildings are not

considered to be SWH) 

 Hibernacula may be found in caves,

mine shafts, underground foundations

and Karsts. 

 Active mine sites should not be

considered as SWH.

 The locations of bat hibernacula are

relatively poorly known.    

 All sites with confirmed hibernating bats are SWH. 

 The area includes 200m radius around the entrance of the

hibernaculum for most development types and 1000m for

wind farms.  

  Studies are to be conducted during the peak swarming

period (Aug. – Sept.). Surveys should be conducted

following methods outlined in the “Bats and Bat Habitats:

Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”.

 SWH MIST Index #1 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Listed species and ELC ecosites not

observed within the Property. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.

Bat Maternity Colonies 

Rationale: 

Known locations of forested

bat maternity colonies are

extremely rare in all Ontario

landscapes. 

Big Brown Bat

Silver-haired Bat 

Maternity colonies

considered SWH are found in

forested Ecosites.

All ELC Ecosites in ELC

Community Series: 

FOD 

FOM 

SWD 

SWM 

 Maternity colonies can be found in

tree cavities, vegetation and often in

buildings (buildings are not considered

to be SWH). 

 Maternity roosts are not found in

caves and mines in Ontario.

 Maternity colonies located in Mature

deciduous or mixed forest stands

>10/ha large diameter (>25cm dbh)

wildlife trees.

 Female Bats prefer wildlife tree

(snags) in early stages of decay, class

1-3 ccxiv or class 1 or 2.

 Silver-haired Bats prefer older mixed

or deciduous forest and form

maternity colonies in tree cavities and

small hollows. Older forest areas with

at least 21 snags/ha are preferred.

 Maternity Colonies with confirmed use by; 

 >10 Big Brown Bats

 >5 Adult Female Silver-haired Bats.

 The area of the habitat includes the entire woodland or a

forest stand ELC Ecosite or an Eco-element containing the

maternity colonies. 

 Evaluation methods for maternity colonies should be

conducted following methods outlined in the “Bats and Bat

Habitats: Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”.

 SWH MIST Index #12 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Deciduous forest (FOD) community

present within adjacent lands to the

west and south of the Property may

provide suitable breeding habitat for

the listed indicator species.

Potential Candidate Significant

Wildlife Habitat for Bat Maternity

Roosts present.

Turtle Wintering Areas

Rationale: 

Generally sites are the only

known sites in the area. Sites

with the highest number of

Individuals are most

significant. 

Midland Painted Turtle 

Special Concern: 

Northern Map Turtle 

Snapping Turtle 

Snapping and Midland

Painted Turtles; ELC

Community 

Classes; SW, MA, OA and SA, 

ELC Community Series; FEO

and BOO.  

Northern Map Turtle; Open

Water areas such as deeper

rivers or streams and lakes

with current can also be used

as over-wintering habitat.

 For most turtles, wintering areas are

in the same general area as their core

habitat. Water has to be deep enough

not to freeze and have soft mud

substrates. 

 Over-wintering sites are permanent

water bodies, large wetlands, and bogs

or fens with adequate Dissolved

Oxygen.

 Man-made ponds such as sewage

lagoons or storm water ponds should

not be considered SWH. 

  Presence of 5 over-wintering Midland Painted Turtles is

significant. 

 One or more Northern Map Turtle or Snapping Turtle over-

wintering within a wetland is significant. 

 The mapped ELC ecosite area with the over wintering turtles

is the SWH. If the hibernation site is within a stream or river,

the deep- water pool where the turtles are over wintering is

the SWH. 

 Over wintering areas may be identified by searching for

congregations (Basking Areas) of turtles on warm, sunny

days during the fall (Sept. – Oct.) or spring (Mar. – May).

Congregation of turtles is more common where wintering

areas are limited and therefore significant. 

 SWH MIST Index #28 provides development effects and

mitigation measures for turtle wintering habitat. 

While a marsh was identified in the

south end of the Property, it is shallow

enough to freeze completely and

therefore would not provide suitable

overwintering habitat.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.
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Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Species
Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation within the

Property Based on Species Observed

and ELCELC Ecosite Codes Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Reptile Hibernaculum  

Rationale:

Generally sites are the only

known sites in the area. Sites

with the highest number of

individuals are most

significant.

Snakes: 

Eastern Gartersnake 

Northern Watersnake 

Northern Red-bellied Snake 

Northern Brownsnake

Smooth Green Snake 

Northern Ring-necked Snake 

Special Concern: 

Milksnake 

Eastern Ribbonsnake 

For all snakes, habitat may be

found in any ecosite other

than very wet ones. Talus, 

Rock Barren, Crevice, Cave,

and Alvar sites may be

directly related to these

habitats. Observations or

congregations of snakes on

sunny warm days in the

spring or fall is a good

indicator.  

 For snakes, hibernation takes place in

sites located below frost lines in

burrows, rock crevices and other

natural or naturalized locations. The

existence of features that go below

frost line; such as rock piles or slopes,

old stone fences, and abandoned

crumbling foundations assist in

identifying candidate SWH. 

 Areas of broken and fissured rock are

particularly valuable since they

provide access to subterranean sites

below the frost line.

 Wetlands can also be important over-

wintering habitat in conifer or shrub

swamps and swales, poor fens, or

depressions in bedrock terrain with

sparse trees or shrubs with sphagnum

moss or sedge hummock ground

cover.  

Studies confirming:

 Presence of snake hibernacula used by a minimum of five

individuals of a snake sp. or; individuals of two or more

snake spp. 

  Congregations of a minimum of five individuals of a snake

sp. or; individuals of two or more snake spp. near potential

hibernacula (e.g., foundation or rocky slope) on sunny warm

days in Spring (Apr/May) and Fall (Sept/Oct) 

  Note: If there are Special Concern Species present, then site

is SWH

  Note: Sites for hibernation possess specific habitat

parameters (e.g., temperature, humidity, etc.) and

consequently are used annually, often by many of the same

individuals of a local population (i.e., strong hibernation site

fidelity). Other critical life processes (e.g., mating) often

take place in close proximity to hibernacula. The feature in

which the hibernacula is located plus 30 m radius area is the

SWH.

  SWH MIST Index #13 provides development effects and

mitigation measures for snake hibernacula.  

Listed species and suitable habitat not

observed within the Property. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.

Colonial Nesting Bird

Breeding Habitat (Bank and

Cliff)

Rationale:

Historical use and number of

nests in a colony make this

habitat significant. An

identified colony can be very

important to local populations.

All swallow populations are

declining in Ontario. 

Cliff Swallow  

Northern Rough-

winged Swallow (this 

species is not colonial 

but can be found in 

Cliff Swallow colonies)

Eroding banks, sandy hills,

borrow pits, steep slopes,

and sand piles, Cliff faces,

bridge abutments, silos,

barns. Habitat found in the

following ecosites: 

CUM1 BLT1

CUT1  CLO1

CUS1  CLS1

BLO1  CLT1

BLS1

 Any site or areas with exposed soil

banks, undisturbed or naturally

eroding that is not a

licensed/permitted aggregate area. 

 Does not include man-made

structures (bridges or buildings) or

recently (2 years) disturbed soil areas,

such as berms, embankments, and soil

or aggregate stockpiles. 

 Does not include a licensed/permitted

Mineral Aggregate Operation. 

Studies confirming: 

 Presence of 1 or more nesting sites with 8 or more cliff

swallow pairs and/or rough-winged swallow pairs during the

breeding season. 

  A colony identified as SWH will include a 50m radius habitat

area from the peripheral nests. 

 Field surveys to observe and count swallow nests are to be

completed during the breeding season. Evaluation methods

to follow “Bird and Bird Habitats: Guidelines for Wind Power

Projects”.

 SWH MIST Index #4 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Listed species and ELC ecosites not

observed within the Property. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.

Colonially -Nesting Bird

Breeding Habitat

(Tree/Shrubs) 

Rationale:

Large colonies are important

to local bird population,

typically sites are only known

colony in area and are used

annually. 

Great Blue Heron 

Black-crowned Night- Heron 

Great Egret 

Green Heron 

SWM2  SWD3

SWM3  SWD4

SWM5  SWD5

SWM6  SWD6

SWD1  SWD7

SWD2  FET1 

 Nests in live or dead standing trees in

wetlands, lakes, islands, and

peninsulas. Shrubs and occasionally

emergent vegetation may also be

used. 

 Most nests in trees are 11 to 15 m

from ground, near the top of the tree. 

Studies confirming: 

 Presence of two or more active nests of Great Blue Heron or

other listed species. 

  The habitat extends from the edge of the colony and a

minimum 300m radius or extent of the Forest Ecosite

containing the colony or any island <15.0 ha with a colony is

the SWH 

 Confirmation of active heronries are to be achieved through

site visits conducted during the nesting season (April to

August) or by evidence such as the presence of fresh guano,

dead young and/or eggshells.

 SWH MIST Index #5 provides development effects and

mitigation measures.  

Listed species and ELC ecosites not

observed within the Property during

the site investigations. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.
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Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Species
Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation within the

Property Based on Species Observed

and ELCELC Ecosite Codes Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Colonially -Nesting Bird

Breeding Habitat (Ground) 

Rationale: 

Colonies are important to local

bird population, typically sites

are only known colony in area

and are used annually. 

Herring Gull 

Great Black-backed Gull 

Little Gull 

Ring-billed Gull 

Common Tern 

Caspian Tern 

Brewer’s Blackbird 

Any rocky island or peninsula

(natural or artificial) within a

lake or large river (two-lined

on a 1; 50,000 NTS map). 

Close proximity to

watercourses in open fields

or pastures with 

scattered trees or shrubs

(Brewer’s Blackbird) 

MAM1 – 6 

MAS1 – 3 

CUM 

CUT 

CUS 

 Nesting colonies of gulls and terns are

on islands or peninsulas associated

with open water or in marshy areas. 

 Brewers Blackbird colonies are found

loosely on the ground in or in low

bushes in close proximity to streams

and irrigation ditches within

farmlands. 

Studies confirming: 

 Presence of > 25 active nests for Herring Gulls or Ring-billed

Gulls, >5 active nests for Common Tern or >2 active nests

for Caspian Tern. 

 Presence of 5 or more pairs for Brewer’s Blackbird. 

 Any active nesting colony of one or more Little Gull, and

Great Black-backed Gull is significant. 

  The edge of the colony and a minimum 150m radius area of

habitat, or the extent of the ELC ecosites containing the

colony or any island <3.0ha with a colony is the SWH.

 Studies would be done during May/June when actively

nesting.

 Evaluation methods to follow “Bird and Bird Habitats:

Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”.

 SWH MIST Index #6 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Listed species and ELC ecosites not

observed within the Property during

the site investigations. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.

Butterfly Migratory Stopover

Areas

Rationale:

Butterfly stopover areas are

extremely rare habitats and

are biologically important for

Butterfly species that migrate

south for the winter.

Painted Lady

Red Admiral

Special Concern

Monarch Butterfly

Combination of ELC

Community Series; need to

have present one Community

Series from each land class:

Field

CUM   CUT

CUS 

Forest

FOC FOD

FOM   CUP

Anecdotally, a candidate

sight for butterfly stopover

will have a history of

butterflies being observed.

 A butterfly stopover area will be a

minimum of 10 ha in size with a

combination of field and forest habitat

present, and will be located within 5

km of Lake Erie or Lake Ontario. 

 The habitat is typically a combination

of field and forest, and provides the

butterflies with a location to rest prior

to their long migration south.

 The habitat should not be disturbed,

fields/meadows with an abundance of

preferred nectar plants and woodland

edge providing shelter are

requirements for this habitat.

 Staging areas usually provide

protection from the elements and are

often spits of land or areas with the

shortest distance to cross the Great

Lakes.

Studies confirm

 The presence of Monarch Use Days (MUD) during fall

migration (Aug/Oct). MUD is based on the number of days a

site is used by Monarchs, multiplied by the number of

individuals using the site. Numbers of butterflies can range

from 100-500/day, significant variation can occur between

years and multiple years of sampling should occur.

  Observational studies are to be completed and need to be

done frequently during the migration period to estimate

MUD.  

 MUD of >5000 or >3000 with the presence of Painted Ladies

or Red Admiral’s is to be considered significant.

 SWH MIST Index #16 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

ELC ecosites present on Property do

not meet size or distance from Lake

Ontario requirements.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.
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Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Species
Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation within the

Property Based on Species Observed

and ELCELC Ecosite Codes Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Landbird Migratory Stopover

Areas

Rationale:

Sites with a high diversity of

species as well as high

numbers are most significant.

All migratory songbirds.

Canadian Wildlife Service

Ontario website:

http://www.ec.gc.ca/nature/

default.asp?lang=Enandn=42

1B7A9D-1 

All migrant raptors species:  

Ontario Ministry of 

Natural Resources: Fish and

Wildlife Conservation Act,

1997. Schedule 7: 

Specially Protected Birds

(Raptors) 

All Ecosites associated with

these ELC Community Series;

FOC

FOM  

FOD

SWC

SWM  

SWD

 Woodlots >5 ha in size and within 5

km of Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. If

woodlands are rare in an area of

shoreline, woodland fragments 2-5ha

can be considered for this habitat.

 If multiple woodlands are located

along the shoreline those Woodlands

<2km from Lake Erie and Lake Ontario

are more significant.

 Sites have a variety of habitats; forest,

grassland and wetland complexes.

 The largest sites are more significant.

 Woodlots and forest fragments are

important habitats to migrating birds,

these features located along the shore

and located within 5km of Lake Erie

and Lake Ontario are Candidate SWH.

Studies confirm:

 Use of the habitat by >200 birds/day and with >35 spp. with

at least 10 bird spp. recorded on at least 5 different survey

dates. This abundance and diversity of migrant bird species

is considered above average and significant.

  Studies should be completed during spring (Mar to May)

and fall (Aug to Oct) migration, using standardized

assessment techniques. Evaluation methods to follow “Bird

and Bird Habitats: Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”.

 SWH MIST Index #9 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

ELC ecosites present on Property do

not meet distance from Lake Ontario

requirements.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.

Deer Winter Congregation 

Areas 

Rationale: 

Deer movement during winter

in the southern areas of Eco-

region 7E are not constrained

by snow depth, however deer

will annually congregate in

large numbers in suitable

woodlands to reduce or avoid

the impacts of winter

conditions. 

White-tailed Deer All Forested 

Ecosites with 

these ELC 

Community 

Series; 

FOC 

FOM 

FOD 

SWC 

SWM 

SWD 

Conifer plantations much

smaller than 50 ha may also

be used. 

 Woodlots >100 ha in size or if large

woodlots are rare in a planning area

woodlots>50 ha.

 Deer movement during winter in the

southern areas of Ecoregion 7E are

not constrained by snow depth,

however deer will annually congregate

in large numbers in suitable

woodlands.

 Large woodlots > 100ha and up to

1500 ha are known to be used

annually by densities of deer that

range from 0.1-1.5 deer/ha.

 Woodlots with high densities of deer

due to artificial feeding are not

significant. 

Studies confirm:

  Deer management is an MNRF responsibility, deer winter

congregation areas considered significant will be mapped by

MNRF. 

  Use of the woodlot by white- tailed deer will be determined

by MNRF, all woodlots exceeding the area criteria are

significant, unless determined not to be significant by

MNRF.

 Studies should be completed during winter (Jan/Feb) when

>20cm of snow is on the ground using aerial survey

techniques, ground or road surveys, or a pellet count deer

density survey.  

 SWH MIST Index #2 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

ELC ecosites present on Property do

not meet size requirements.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.
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Table C-3: Rare Vegetation Communities

Rare Vegetation Community ELC Ecosite Code
Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation Within the Property Based

on Species Observed and ELCHabitat Description Detailed Information Defining Criteria

Cliff and Talus Slopes

Rationale:

Cliffs and Talus Slopes are

extremely rare habitats in

Ontario.

Any ELC Ecosite within

Community 

Series:

TAO 

TAS 

TAT 

CLO

CLS

CLT

  A Cliff is vertical to near vertical

bedrock >3 m in height. 

 A Talus Slope is rock rubble at

the base of a cliff made up of

coarse rocky debris.

  Most cliff and

talus slopes occur

along the Niagara

Escarpment.

  Confirm any ELC Vegetation Type for Cliffs or Talus

Slopes

 SWH MIST Index #21 provides development effects and

mitigation measures.  

Suitable ELC ecosites were not observed within the

Property as a result of the background review or

the site investigations. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.

Sand Barren

Rationale:

Sand barrens are rare in

Ontario and support rare

species. Most Sand Barrens

have been lost due to cottage

development and forestry.

ELC Ecosites: 

SBO1 

SBS1 

SBT1 

Vegetation cover varies from 

patchy and 

barren to 

continuous 

meadow 

(SBO1), thicket- like (SBS1),

or more closed and treed

(SBT1). 

Tree cover always < 60%. 

  Sand Barrens typically are

exposed sand, generally

sparsely vegetated and caused

by lack of moisture, periodic

fires and erosion. Usually

located within other types of

natural habitat such as forest or

savannah. Vegetation can vary

from patchy and barren to tree

covered, but less than 60%. 

  A sand barren area

>0.5 ha in size.

 Confirm any ELC Vegetation Type for Sand Barrens. 

 Site must not be dominated by exotic or introduced

species (<50% vegetative cover are exotic sp.).

  SWHDSS Index #20 provides development effects and

mitigation measures.

Suitable ELC ecosites were not observed within the

Property as a result of the background review or

the site investigations. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.

Alvar

Rationale: 

Alvars are extremely rare

habitats in Ecoregion 7E.

ALO1 

ALS1 

ALT1 

FOC1 

FOC2 

CUM2 

CUS2 

CUT2-1 

CUW2 

Five Alvar Indicator Species: 

1) Carex crawei 

2) Panicum philadelphicum 

3) Eleocharis compressa 

4) Scutellaria parvula 

5) Trichostema brachiatum 

These indicator species are

very specific to Alvars within

Ecoregion 7E.

  An alvar is typically a level, mostly

unfractured calcareous bedrock

feature with a mosaic of rock

pavements and bedrock overlain

by a thin veneer of soil. The

hydrology of alvars is complex,

with alternating periods of

inundation and drought.

Vegetation cover varies from

sparse lichen-moss associations

to grasslands and shrublands and

comprising a number of

characteristic or indicator plants.

Undisturbed alvars can be phyto-

and zoogeographically diverse,

supporting many uncommon or

are relict plant and animal

species. Vegetation cover varies

from patchy to barren with a less

than 60% tree cover. 

  An Alvar site > 0.5

ha in Size.

 Alvar is particularly

rare in Ecoregion 7E

where the only

known sites are

found in the

western islands of

Lake Erie.

  Field studies that identify four of the five Alvar Indicator

Species at a Candidate Alvar site is Significant. 

 Site must not be dominated by exotic or introduced

species (<50% vegetative cover are exotic sp.).  

 The alvar must be in excellent condition and fit in with

surrounding landscape with few conflicting land uses.

 SWH MIST Index #17 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Suitable ELC ecosites were not observed within the

Property as a result of the background review or

the site investigations. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.
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Rare Vegetation Community ELC Ecosite Code
Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation Within the Property Based

on Species Observed and ELCHabitat Description Detailed Information Defining Criteria

Old-Growth Forest

Rationale:

Due to historic logging practices

and land clearance for

agriculture, old growth forest is

rare in Ecoregion 7E.  

Forest Community Series:

FOD 

FOC 

FOM 

SWD 

SWC 

SWM 

  Old Growth forests are

characterized by heavy mortality

or turnover of over- storey trees

resulting in a mosaic of gaps that

encourage development of a

multi-layered canopy and an

abundance of snags and downed

woody debris. 

  Woodland area is

>0.5 ha.

Field Studies will determine:

 If dominant trees species are >140 years old, then the area

containing these trees is Significant Wildlife Habitat.

  The forested area containing the old growth characteristics

will have experienced no recognizable forestry activities (cut

stumps will not be present).

  The area of forest ecosites combined or an eco-element

within an ecosite that contain the old growth characteristics

is the SWH. 

  Determine ELC vegetation types for the forest area

containing the old growth characteristics.

  SWH MIST Index #23 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Suitable ELC ecosite were not observed within the

Property during the site investigations. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.

Savannah

Rationale: 

Savannahs are extremely rare

habitats in Ontario.

TPS1 

TPS2 

TPW1 

TPW2 

CUS2 

  A savannah is a tallgrass prairie

habitat that has tree cover

between 25-60%.

 In ecoregion 7E, known Tallgrass

Prairie and savannah remnants are

scattered between Lake Huron and

Lake Erie, near Lake St. Clair, north

of and along the Lake Erie

shoreline, in Brantford and in the

Toronto area (north of Lake

Ontario). 

  No minimum size to

site. Site must be

restored or a natural

site. Remnant sites

such as railway right

of ways are not

considered to be

SWH.

  Field studies confirm one or more of the Savannah indicator

species listed in Appendix N should be present. Note:

Savannah plant spp. list from Ecoregion 7E should be used.  

 Area of the ELC Ecosite is the SWH. 

 Site must not be dominated by exotic or introduced species

(<50% vegetative cover are exotic sp.). 

 SWH MIST Index #18 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Suitable ELC ecosites were not observed within the

Property as a result of the background review or

the site investigations. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.

Tallgrass Prairie

Rationale: 

Tallgrass Prairies are extremely

rare habitats in Ontario.

TPO1

TPO2

  A Tallgrass Prairie has ground

cover dominated by prairie

grasses. An open Tallgrass Prairie

habitat has less than 25% tree

cover.

 In ecoregion 7E, known Tallgrass

Prairie and savannah remnants are

scattered between Lake Huron and

Lake Erie, near Lake St. Clair, north

of and along the Lake Erie

shoreline, in Brantford and in the

Toronto area (north of Lake

Ontario). 

  No minimum size to

site. Site must be

restored or a natural

site. Remnant sites

such as railway right

of ways are not

considered to be

SWH. 

   Field studies confirm one or more of the Prairie indicator

species listed in Appendix N should be present. Note: Prairie

plant spp. list from Ecoregion 7E should be used.  

 Area of the ELC Ecosite is the SWH. 

 Site must not be dominated by exotic or introduced species

(<50% vegetative cover are exotic sp.). 

 SWH MIST Index #19 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Suitable ELC ecosites were not observed within the

Property as a result of the background review or

the site investigations. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.
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Rare Vegetation Community ELC Ecosite Code
Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation Within the Property Based

on Species Observed and ELCHabitat Description Detailed Information Defining Criteria

Other Rare Vegetation

Communities 

Rationale: 

Plant communities that often

contain rare species which

depend on the habitat for

survival.

Provincially Rare 

S1, S2 and S3 vegetation

communities are listed in

Appendix M of the SWHTG.

Any ELC Ecosite 

Code that has a 

possible ELC 

Vegetation Type 

that is Provincially Rare 

is Candidate 

SWH.

  Rare Vegetation Communities may

include beaches, fens, forest,

marsh, barrens, dunes and

swamps.

  ELC Ecosite codes that

have the potential to

be a rare ELC

Vegetation Type as

outlined in appendix

M.

  The OMNRF/NHIC will

have up to date listing

for rare vegetation

communities. 

  Field studies should confirm if an ELC Vegetation Type is a

rare vegetation community based on listing within Appendix

M of SWHTG. 

 Area of the ELC Vegetation Type polygon is the SWH. 

 SWH MIST Index #37 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Suitable ELC ecosites were not observed within the

Property as a result of the background review or

the site investigations. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.
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Table C-4: Specialized Habitats of Wildlife considered Candidate Significant Wildlife Habitat

Specialized Wildlife

Habitat
Wildlife Species

Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation

within the Property

based on species

observed and ELC

ELC Ecosite Codes Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Waterfowl Nesting Area

Rationale:

Important to local

waterfowl populations,

sites with greatest

number of species and

highest number of

individuals are

significant.

American Black Duck

Northern Pintail

Northern Shoveler

Gadwall

Blue-winged Teal

American Green-winged Teal

Wood Duck

Hooded Merganser

Mallard

All upland habitats located

adjacent to these wetland

ELC Ecosites are Candidate

SWH:

MAS1 MAS2

MAS3 SAS1

SAM1 SAF1

MAM1 MAM2

MAM3 MAM4

MAM5 MAM6

SWT1 SWT2

SWD1 SWD2

SWD3 SWD4

Note: includes adjacency to

Provincially Significant

Wetlands

A waterfowl nesting area extends 120 m from a

wetland (> 0.5 ha) or a wetland (>0.5 ha) and any

small wetlands (0.5ha) within 120 m or a cluster

of 3 or more small (<0.5 ha) wetlands within 120

m of each individual wetland where waterfowl

nesting is known to occur. 

 Upland areas should be at least 120 m

wide so that predators such as racoons,

skunks, and foxes have difficulty finding

nests. 

  Wood Ducks and Hooded Mergansers

utilize large diameter trees (>40cm dbh)

in woodlands for cavity nest sites. 

Studies confirmed:

 Presence of three or more nesting pairs for listed species excluding

Mallards, or;

  Presence of 10 or more nesting pairs for listed species including

Mallards.

  Any active nesting site of an American Black Duck is considered

significant. 

  Nesting studies should be completed during the spring breeding

season (April - June). Evaluation methods to follow “Bird and Bird

Habitats: Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”. 

  A field study confirming waterfowl nesting habitat will determine

the boundary of the waterfowl nesting habitat for the SWH, this

may be greater or less than 120 m cxlviii from the wetland and will

provide enough habitat for waterfowl to successfully nest. 

 SWH MIST Index #25 provides development effects and mitigation 

Listed species and ELC

ecosites were not observed

during the site

investigations. 

Candidate Significant

Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.

Bald Eagle and Osprey

Nesting, Foraging and

Perching Habitat 

Rationale:

Nest sites are fairly

uncommon in Ecoregion

7E and are used annually

by these species. Many

suitable nesting locations

may be lost due to

increasing shoreline

development pressures

and scarcity of habitat. 

Osprey

Special Concern 

Bald Eagle 

ELC Forest 

Community Series: FOD,

FOM, FOC, 

SWD, SWM and 

SWC directly 

adjacent to riparian areas – 

rivers, 

lakes, ponds and 

wetlands  

  Nests are associated with lakes, ponds,

rivers or wetlands along forested

shorelines, islands, or on structures over

water.

 Osprey nests are usually at the top a tree

whereas Bald Eagle nests are typically in

super canopy trees in a notch within the

tree’s canopy. 

 Nests located on man-made objects are

not to be included as SWH (e.g.,

telephone poles and constructed nesting

platforms). 

Studies confirm the use of these nests by:

  One or more active Osprey or Bald Eagle nests in an area.  

  Some species have more than one nest in a given area and priority is

given to the primary nest with alternate nests included within the

area of the SWH.  

  For an Osprey, the active nest and a 300 m radius around the nest or

the contiguous woodland stand is the SWH ccvii, maintaining

undisturbed shorelines with large trees within this area is important. 

  For a Bald Eagle the active nest and a 400-800 m radius around the

nest is the SWH. Area of the habitat from 400-800 m is dependent

on site lines from the nest to the development and inclusion of

perching and foraging habitat.

  To be significant a site must be used annually. When found inactive,

the site must be known to be inactive for > 3 years or suspected of

not being used for >5 years before being considered not significant.

  Observational studies to determine nest site use, perching sites and

foraging areas need to be done from early March to mid-August. 

Evaluation methods to follow “Bird and Bird Habitats: Guidelines for

Wind Power Projects”.

  SWH MIST Index #26 provides development effects and mitigation

measures. 

Listed species and ELC

ecosites were not observed

within the Property during

the site investigations. 

Candidate Significant

Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.
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Specialized Wildlife

Habitat
Wildlife Species

Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation

within the Property

based on species

observed and ELC

ELC Ecosite Codes Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Woodland Raptor

Nesting Habitat

Rationale:

Nests sites for these

species are rarely

identified; these area

sensitive habitats are

often used annually by

these species

Northern Goshawk 

Cooper’s Hawk 

Sharp-shinned Hawk 

Red-shouldered Hawk

Barred Owl 

Broad-winged Hawk  

May be found in all

forested ELC Ecosites.

May also be found in SWC,

SWM, SWD and CUP3 

  All natural or conifer plantation

woodland/forest stands >30 ha with >4

ha of interior habitat. Interior habitat

determined with a 200 m buffer.

 Stick nests found in a variety of

intermediate-aged to mature conifer,

deciduous or mixed forests within tops or

crotches of trees. Species such as Coopers

hawk nest along forest edges sometimes

on peninsulas or small off-shore islands. 

 In disturbed sites, nests may be used

again, or a new nest will be in close

proximity to old nest. 

Studies confirm:

  Presence of 1 or more active nests from species list is considered

significant.

 Red-shouldered Hawk and Northern Goshawk – A 400m radius

around the nest or 28 ha area of habitat is the SWH ccvii. (the 28 ha

habitat area would be applied where optimal habitat is irregularly

shaped around the nest).

 Barred Owl – A 200m radius around the nest is the SWH.

 Broad-winged Hawk and Coopers Hawk,–A 100 m radius around the

nest is the SWH.

 Sharp-Shinned Hawk – A 50 m radius around the nest is the SWH.

 Conduct field investigations from early March to end of May. The

use of call broadcasts can help in locating territorial

(courting/nesting) raptors and facilitate the discovery of nests by

narrowing down the search area.  

  SWHDSS MIST Index #27 provides development effects and

mitigation measures.

While a Red-tailed Hawk

was observed during 2021

site investigations, ecosites

present on Property do not

meet size requirements.

Candidate Significant

Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.

Turtle Nesting Areas 

Rationale:

These habitats are rare

and when identified will

often be the only

breeding site for local

populations of turtles.

Midland Painted Turtle

Special Concern Species

Northern Map Turtle

Snapping Turtle

 

Exposed mineral soil (sand

or gravel) areas adjacent

(<100m) or within the

following ELC Ecosites: 

MAS1 

MAS2 

MAS3 

SAS1 

SAM1 

SAF1 

BOO1 

FEO1

  Best nesting habitat for turtles are close

to water and away from roads and sites

less prone to loss of eggs by predation

from skunks, raccoons or other animals. 

 For an area to function as a turtle-nesting

area, it must provide sand and gravel that

turtles are able to dig in and are located

in open, sunny areas. Nesting areas on

the sides of municipal or provincial road

embankments and shoulders are not

SWH. 

 Sand and gravel beaches adjacent to

undisturbed shallow weedy areas of

marshes, lakes, and rivers are most

frequently used. 

Studies confirm:

  Presence of five or more nesting Midland Painted Turtles.

  One or more Northern Map Turtle or Snapping Turtle nesting is a

SWH.

 The area or collection of sites within an area of exposed mineral

soils where the turtles nest, plus a radius of 30-100 m around the

nesting area dependent on slope, riparian vegetation and adjacent

land use is the SWH.

  Travel routes from wetland to nesting area are to be considered

within the SWH as part of the 30-100 m area of habitat.

 Field investigations should be conducted in prime nesting season

typically late spring to early summer. Observational studies

observing the turtles nesting is a recommended method. 

 SWH MIST Index #28 provides development effects and mitigation

measures for turtle nesting habitat. 

 Listed species and ELC

ecosites were not observed

in the Property during the

2021 site investigations. 

Candidate Significant

Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.

Seeps and Springs

Rationale:

Seeps/Springs are typical

of headwater areas and

are often at the source

of coldwater streams.

Wild Turkey

Ruffed Grouse

Spruce Grouse

White-tailed Deer

Salamander spp.

Seeps/Springs are areas

where ground water comes

to the surface. Often they

are found within headwater

areas within forested

habitats. Any forested

Ecosite within the

headwater areas of a

stream could have

seeps/springs.

  Any Forested Area (with <25%

meadow/field/ pasture) within the

headwaters of a stream or river system. 

  Seeps and springs are important feeding

and drinking areas especially in the winter

will typically support a variety of plant

and animal species.

Field Studies confirm:

 Presence of a site with >2 seeps/springs confirmed by studies should

be considered SWH. 

 The area of an ELC forest ecosite or an eco-element within ecosite

containing the seeps/springs is the SWH. The protection of the

recharge area considering the slope, vegetation, height of trees and

groundwater condition need to be considered in delineation the

habitat.

  SWH MIST Index #30 provides development effects and mitigation

measures. 

Listed species and evidence

of seeps and springs not

observed within the

Property during the 2021

site investigations. 

Candidate Significant

Wildlife habitat criteria not

met.
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Specialized Wildlife

Habitat
Wildlife Species

Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation

within the Property

based on species

observed and ELC

ELC Ecosite Codes Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Amphibian Breeding 

Habitat (Woodland)

Rationale:

These habitats are

extremely important to

amphibian biodiversity

within a landscape and

often represent the only

breeding habitat for local

amphibian populations.

Eastern Newt

Blue-spotted Salamander

Spotted Salamander

Gray Treefrog

Spring Peeper

Chorus Frog

Wood Frog

All Ecosites associated with

these ELC Community

Series

FOC

FOM  

FOD  

SWC

SWM  

SWD

Breeding pools within the

woodland or the shortest

distance from forest habitat

are more significant

because they are more

likely to be used due to

reduced risk to migrating

amphibians.

  Presence of a wetland, pond or woodland

pool (including vernal pools) >500 m2

(about 25 m diameter) within or adjacent

(within 120 m) to a woodland (no

minimum size). Some small wetlands may

not be mapped and may be important

breeding pools for amphibians. 

 Woodlands with permanent ponds or

those containing water in most years until

mid-July are more likely to be used as

breeding habitat.

Studies confirm:

 Presence of breeding population of one or more of the listed

newt/salamander species or two or more of the listed frog species

with at least 20 individuals (adults or eggs masses) or two or more of

the listed frog species with Call Level Codes of 3. 

  A combination of observational study and call count surveys will be

required during the spring March-June) when amphibians are

concentrated around suitable breeding habitat within or near the

woodland/wetlands. 

 The habitat is the wetland area plus a 230m radius of woodland

area. If a wetland area is adjacent to a woodland, a travel corridor

connecting the wetland to the woodland is to be included in the

habitat.

 SWH MIST Index #14 provides development effects and mitigation

measures. 

Habitat present for these

species.

Candidate Significant

Wildlife habitat present for

Amphibian Breeding

Habitat (Woodland).

Amphibian Breeding 

Habitat (Wetlands)

Rationale: 

Wetlands supporting

breeding for these

amphibian species are

extremely important and

fairly rare within Central

Ontario landscapes. 

Eastern Newt 

American Toad 

Spotted Salamander 

Four-toed Salamander 

Blue-spotted 

Salamander 

Gray Treefrog 

Western Chorus Frog 

Northern Leopard Frog 

Pickerel Frog 

Green Frog 

Mink Frog 

Bullfrog 

ELC Community Classes;

SW  

MA

FE

BO

OA 

SA

Typically these wetland

ecosites will be isolated 

(>120 m) from woodland

ecosites, however larger

wetlands containing

predominantly aquatic

species (e.g., Bull Frog) may

be adjacent to woodlands.

  Wetlands>500 m2 (about 25 m diameter),

supporting high species diversity are

significant; some small or ephemeral

habitats may not be identified on MNRF

mapping and could be important

amphibian breeding habitats. 

 Presence of shrubs and logs increase

significance of pond for some amphibian

species because of available structure for

calling, foraging, escape and concealment

from predators. 

 Bullfrogs require permanent water bodies

with abundant emergent vegetation.

Studies confirm: 

 Presence of breeding population of one or more of the listed

newt/salamander species or two or more of the listed frog/toad

species with at least 20 individuals (adults or eggs masses) or two or

more of the listed frog/toad species with Call Level Codes of 3 or;

Wetland with confirmed breeding Bullfrogs are significant. 

 The ELC ecosite wetland area and the shoreline are the SWH. 

 A combination of observational study and call count surveys cviii will

be required during the spring (March-June) when amphibians are

concentrated around suitable breeding habitat within or near the

wetlands. 

  If a SWH is determined for Amphibian Breeding Habitat (Wetlands)

then Movement Corridors are to be considered as outlined in this

Schedule. 

  SWH MIST Index #15 provides development effects and mitigation

measures. 

Habitat present for these

species.

Candidate Significant

Wildlife habitat present for

Amphibian Breeding

Habitat (Woodland).
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Specialized Wildlife

Habitat
Wildlife Species

Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation

within the Property

based on species

observed and ELC

ELC Ecosite Codes Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Woodland Area-

Sensitive Bird Breeding

Habitat 

Rationale: 

Large, natural blocks of

mature woodland

habitat within the settled

areas of 

Southern Ontario are

important habitats for

area sensitive interior

forest song birds. 

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 

Red-breasted Nuthatch 

Veery  

Blue-headed Vireo 

Northern Parula 

Black-throated Green Warbler 

Blackburnian Warbler 

Black-throated Blue Warbler 

Ovenbird 

Scarlet Tanager 

Winter Wren 

Pileated Woodpecker 

Special Concern: 

Cerulean Warbler  

Canada Warbler 

All Ecosites associated with

these ELC Community

Series; 

FOC 

FOM 

FOD 

SWC 

SWM 

SWD 

  Habitats where interior forest breeding

birds are breeding, typically large mature

(>60 yrs old) forest stands or woodlots

>30 ha.

 Interior forest habitat is at least 200 m

from forest edge habitat. 

Studies confirm: 

 Presence of nesting or breeding pairs of 3 or more of the listed

wildlife species.

  Note: any site with breeding Cerulean Warblers or Canada Warblers

is to be considered SWH.

 Conduct field investigations in spring and early summer when birds

are singing and defending their territories. 

 Evaluation methods to follow “Bird and Bird Habitats: Guidelines for

Wind Power Projects”.

 SWH MIST Index #34 provides development effects and mitigation

measures. 

ELC ecosites present in

Property do not meet size

requirements.

Candidate Significant

Wildlife habitat not met. 
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Table C-5: Habitats of Species of Conservation Concern considered Candidate SWH.

Wildlife Species

Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation Within the

Property Based on Species Observed

and ELCELC Ecosite Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Marsh Breeding Bird

Habitat

Rationale:

Wetlands for these

bird species are

typically productive

and fairly rare in

Southern Ontario

landscapes.

American Bittern

Virginia Rail

Sora

Common Moorhen

American Coot

Pied-billed Grebe

Marsh Wren

Sedge Wren

Common Loon 

Green Heron

Trumpeter Swan

Special Concern:

Black Tern

Yellow Rail

MAM1 MAM2

MAM3 MAM4

MAM5 MAM6

SAS1 SAM1

SAF1 FEO1

BOO1

For Green Heron: All SW,

MA and CUM1 sites. 

 Nesting occurs in wetlands. 

 All wetland habitat is to be considered as long as

there is shallow water with emergent aquatic

vegetation present.

 For Green Heron, habitat is at the edge of water

such as sluggish streams, ponds and marshes

sheltered by shrubs and trees. Less frequently, it

may be found in upland shrubs or forest a

considerable distance from water. 

Studies confirm:

 Presence of five or more nesting pairs of Sedge Wren or

Marsh Wren or breeding by any combination of four or

more of the listed species.

  Note: any wetland with breeding of one or more Black

Terns, Trumpeter Swan, Green Heron or Yellow Rail is

SWH Area of the ELC ecosite is the SWH. 

 Breeding surveys should be done in May/June when

these species are actively nesting in wetland habitats. 

 Evaluation methods to follow “Bird and Bird Habitats:

Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”.

 SWH MIST Index #35 provides development effects and

mitigation measures.

Listed species and ELC ecosites were not

observed in the Property during the 2021

site investigations.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat not

met.

Open Country Bird

Breeding Habitat

Rationale:

This wildlife habitat is

declining throughout

Ontario and North

America. Species such

as the Upland

Sandpiper have

declined significantly

the past 40 years

based on CWS (2004)

trend records.

Upland Sandpiper

Grasshopper Sparrow 

Vesper Sparrow 

Northern Harrier 

Savannah Sparrow 

Special Concern

Short-eared Owl

CUM1

CUM2

 Large grassland areas (includes natural and cultural

fields and meadows) >30 ha.

 Grasslands not Class 1 or 2 agricultural lands, and

not being actively used for farming (i.e., no row

cropping or intensive hay or livestock pasturing in

the last five years).

 Grassland sites considered significant should have a

history of longevity, either abandoned fields,

mature hayfields and pasturelands that are at least

five years or older.

 The Indicator bird species are area sensitive

requiring larger grassland areas than the common

grassland species. 

Studies confirm:

 Presence of nesting or breeding of two or more of the

listed species.

  A field with one or more breeding Short-eared Owls is

to be considered SWH. 

 The area of SWH is the contiguous ELC ecosite field

areas. 

 Conduct field investigations of the most likely areas in

spring and early summer when birds are singing and

defending their territories. 

 Evaluation methods to follow “Bird and Bird Habitats:

Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”.

 SWH MIST Index #32 provides development effects and

mitigation measures.

Listed species and ELC ecosites were not

observed in the Property during the 2021

site investigations.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.

Shrub/Early

Successional Bird

Breeding Habitat;

Rationale:

This wildlife habitat is

declining throughout

Ontario and North

America. The Brown

Thrasher has declined

significantly over the

past 40 years based on

CWS (2004) trend

records. 

Indicator Spp:

Brown Thrasher

Clay-coloured Sparrow  

Common Spp.

Field Sparrow  

Black-billed Cuckoo

E. Towhee

Willow Flycatcher

Special Concern: 

Yellow-breasted Chat

Golden-winged Warbler

CUT1

CUT2

CUS1

CUW1

CUW2

 Large field areas succeeding to shrub and thicket

habitats >10 ha in size.

 Shrub land or early successional fields, not class 1

or 2 agricultural lands, not being actively used for

farming (i.e., no row- cropping, haying or live- stock

pasturing in the last five years).

 Shrub thicket habitats (>10 ha) are most likely to

support and sustain a diversity of these species. 

 Shrub and thicket habitat sites considered

significant should have a history of longevity, either

abandoned fields or pasturelands.  

Studies confirm:

 Presence of nesting or breeding of one or more

indicator species and at least two of the common

species.

  A habitat with breeding Yellow- breasted Chat or

Golden-winged Warbler is to be considered as

Significant Wildlife Habitat.

 The area of the SWH is the contiguous ELC ecosite

field/thicket area.

 Conduct field investigations of the most likely areas in

spring and early summer when birds are singing and

defending their territories. 

 Evaluation methods to follow “Bird and Bird Habitats:

Guidelines for Wind Power Projects”.

 SWH MIST Index #33 provides development effects and

mitigation measures. 

Listed species and ELC ecosites were not

observed in the Property during the 2021

site investigations.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.
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Wildlife Species

Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation Within the

Property Based on Species Observed

and ELCELC Ecosite Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Terrestrial Crayfish

Rationale:

Terrestrial Crayfish are

only found within SW

Ontario in Canada and

their habitats are very

rare

Chimney or Digger Crayfish;

{Fallicambarus fodiens} 

Devil Crawfish or Meadow

Crayfish; {Cambarus

Diogenes} 

MAM1 

MAM2 

MAM3 

MAM4 

MAM5

MAM6 

MAS1 

MAS2 

MAS3 

SWD 

SWT 

SWM  

 Wet meadow and edges of shallow marshes (no

minimum size) should be surveyed for terrestrial

crayfish.

 Constructs burrows in marshes, mudflats,

meadows, the ground can’t be too moist. Can often

be found far from water. 

 Both species are a semi-terrestrial burrower which

spends most of its life within burrows consisting of

a network of tunnels. Usually the soil is not too

moist so that the tunnel is well formed. 

Studies Confirm:

 Presence of one or more individuals of species listed or

their chimneys (burrows) in suitable meadow marsh,

swamp or moist terrestrial sites. 

  Area of ELC ecosite or an eco-element area of meadow

marsh or swamp within the larger ecosite area is the

SWH.

 Surveys should be done April to August in temporary or

permanent water. Note the presence of burrows or

chimneys are often the only indicator of presence,

observance or collection of individuals is very difficult.

 SWH MIST cxlix Index #36 provides development

effects and mitigation measures. 

Listed species and ELC ecosites were not

observed in the Property during the 2020

site investigations.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat not

met.

Special Concern and

Rare Wildlife Species

Rationale:

These species are

quite rare or have

experienced

significant population

declines in Ontario. 

All Special Concern and 

Provincially Rare (S1-S3, SH)

plant and animal species. Lists

of these species are tracked

by the Natural Heritage

Information 

Centre (NHIC). 

All plant and animal

element occurrences

(EO) within a 1 or 10km

grid. 

Older element 

occurrences were

recorded prior to GPS 

being available,

therefore location

information may lack

accuracy 

 When an element occurrence is identified within a

1 or 10 km grid for a Special Concern or provincially

rare species; linking candidate habitat on the site

needs to be completed to ELC Ecosites.

Studies Confirm:

 Assessment/inventory of the site for the identified

special concern or rare species needs to be completed

during the time of year when the species is present or

easily identifiable. 

  The area of the habitat to the finest ELC scale that

protects the habitat form and function is the SWH, this

must be delineated through detailed field studies. The

habitat needs be easily mapped and cover an important

life stage component for a species e.g., specific nesting

habitat or foraging habitat. 

 SWH MIST cxlix Index #37 provides development

effects and mitigation measures.  

Though these species were not observed

during the breeding bird surveys, Eastern

Wood-pewee, Common Nighthawk and

Wood Thrush have the potential to occur

within habitat present within the Property

and adjacent lands. Common Nighthawks

are nocturnal and therefore would not

likely be detected during diurnal breeding

bird surveys. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife Habitat

present for Eastern Wood-pewee, Wood

Thrush, and Common Nighthawk.

Common Milkweed was present on the

Property.

Candidate Significant Wildlife Habitat for

Monarch present.

 Snapping Turtle and Eastern Musk Turtle

have the potential to occur within wetland

and marsh habitat present within the

Property and adjacent lands.

Candidate Significant Wildlife Habitat

present.
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Wildlife Species

Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation Within the

Property Based on Species Observed

and ELCELC Ecosite Habitat Criteria Defining Criteria

Amphibian

Movement Corridors

Rationale:

Movement corridors

for amphibians

moving from their

terrestrial habitat to

breeding habitat can

be extremely

important for local

populations.

Eastern Newt 

American Toad 

Spotted Salamander 

Four-toed Salamander 

Blue-spotted Salamander 

Gray Treefrog 

Western Chorus Frog 

Northern Leopard Frog 

Pickerel Frog 

Green Frog 

Mink Frog 

Bullfrog 

Corridors may be found

in all ecosites associated

with water. Corridors

will be determined

based on identifying the

significant breeding

habitat for these species. 

 Movement corridors must be determined when

Amphibian breeding habitat is confirmed as SWH

(Amphibian Breeding Habitat –Wetland) of this

Schedule. 

 Movement corridors must be determined when

Amphibian breeding habitat is confirmed as SWH. 

  Field studies must be conducted at the time of year

when species are expected to be migrating or entering

breeding sites.

 Corridors should consist of native vegetation, with

several layers of vegetation. Corridors unbroken by

roads, waterways or bodies, and undeveloped areas

are most significant.

 Corridors should have at least 15 m of vegetation on

both sides of waterway or be up to 200 m wide of

woodland habitat and with gaps <20 m. 

 Shorter corridors are more significant than longer

corridors; however amphibians must be able to get to

and from their summer and breeding habitat. 

 SWHDSS Index #40 provides development effects and

mitigation measures.

Listed species and ELC ecosites were not

observed in the Property during the 2021

site investigations.

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat

criteria not met.

Table C-7. Significant Wildlife Habitat Exceptions for Ecodistricts within EcoRegion 7E 

EcoDistrict
Wildlife Habitat and

Species

Candidate SWH Confirmed SWH SWH Interpretation Within the Property

Based on species observed and ELC
Eco-sites Habitat Description Defining Criteria

7E-2  Bat Migratory 

Stopover Area  

Rationale: 

Stopover areas for 

long distance 

migrant bats are 

important during 

fall migration. 

Hoary Bat 

Eastern Red Bat 

Silver-haired Bat 

Ecosites

No specific ELC types. 

  Long distance migratory bats typically

migrate during late summer and early fall

from summer breeding habitats

throughout Ontario to southern wintering

areas. Their annual fall migration may

concentrate these species of bats at

stopover areas.  

 This is the only known bat migratory

stopover habitats based on current

information.

  Long Point (42°35’N, 80°30’E, to 42°33’N, 80°03’E) has been identified as a 

significant stop-over habitat for fall migrating Silver-haired Bats, due to significant

increases in abundance, activity and feeding that was documented during fall

migration. 

 The confirmation criteria and habitat areas for this SWH are still being determined. 

 SWH MIST Index #38 provides development effects and mitigation measures.

The Property is not located in Ecoregion 7E-2. 

Candidate Significant Wildlife habitat criteria

not met.
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Table E-1: Botanical Species List – Compiled 2021

Scientific Name Common Name SARA1 ESA2 S-Rank3 CC4 

Acer negundo Manitoba Maple --- --- S5 0 

Acer saccharinum Silver Maple --- --- S5 5 

Acer x freemanii Freeman's Maple --- --- SNA ---

Agrostis gigantea Redtop --- --- SNA ---

Agrostis stolonifera Creeping Bentgrass --- --- SNA 0 

Alliaria petiolata Garlic Mustard --- --- SNA ---

Allium tuberosum Garlic Chives --- --- SE ---

Asclepias syriaca Common Milkweed --- --- S5 0 

Barbarea vulgaris Bitter Wintercress --- --- SNA ---

Betula papyrifera Paper Birch --- --- S5 2 

Bromus inermis Awnless Brome --- --- SNA ---

Carduus nutans ssp.

nutans
Nodding Thistle --- --- SNA ---

Carex cristatella Crested Sedge --- --- S5 3 

Carex gracillima Graceful Sedge --- --- S5 4 

Carex rosea Rosy Sedge --- --- S5 5 

Carex spp. Carex-spp.

Carex stipata Awl-fruited Sedge --- --- S5 3 

Carex vulpinoidea Fox Sedge --- --- S5 3 

Carya ovata Shagbark Hickory --- --- S5 6 

Circaea canadensis
Broad-leaved Enchanter's

Nightshade
--- --- S5 3 

Cirsium arvense Canada Thistle --- --- SNA ---

Cornus racemosa Gray Dogwood --- --- S5 2 

Cornus sericea ssp

sericea
Red-osier Dogwood --- --- S5 2 

Crataegus crus-galli Cockspur Hawthorn --- --- S5 4 

Crataegus monogyna English Hawthorn --- --- SNA ---

Crataegus punctata Dotted Hawthorn --- --- S5 4 

Crataegus sp. Hawthorn sp.

Crataegus x disperma
(Crataegus ? crus-galli X

Crataegus ? punctata)
--- --- SNA 4 

Dipsacus sp. Teasel sp    

Erigeron annuus Annual Fleabane --- --- S5 0 

Erigeron sp. Horseweed sp

Euonymus alatus
Burning bush (non-

native)
   

Euthamia graminifolia Grass-leaved Goldenrod --- --- S5 2 

Fragaria virginiana Wild Strawberry --- --- S5 2 
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Scientific Name Common Name SARA1 ESA2 S-Rank3 CC4 

Fraxinus americana White Ash --- --- S4 4 

Fraxinus pennsylvanica Green Ash --- --- S4 3 

Geranium robertianum Herb-Robert --- --- S5 ---

Geum aleppicum Yellow Avens --- --- S5 2 

Geum canadense White Avens --- --- S5 3 

Geum sp. Avens sp.

Glyceria striata Fowl Mannagrass --- --- S5 3 

Hypericum perforatum Common St. John's-wort --- --- SNA ---

Impatiens capensis Spotted Jewelweed --- --- S5 4 

Juglans nigra Black Walnut --- --- S4 5 

Juncus canadensis Canada Rush --- --- S5 6 

Juniperus virginiana Eastern Red Cedar --- --- S5 4 

Leucanthemum vulgare Oxeye Daisy --- --- SNA ---

Ligustrum vulgare European Privet --- --- SNA ---

Lonicera sp. Non-native honeysuckle 

Lonicera tatarica Tartarian Honeysuckle --- --- SNA ---

Lysimachia nummularia Creeping Jennie --- --- SNA ---

Lythrum salicaria Purple Loosestrife --- --- SNA ---

Malus sp. Malus sp

Melilotus albus White Sweet Clover --- --- SNA ---

Myosotis scorpioides True Forget-me-not --- --- SNA ---

Oenothera biennis 
Common Evening

Primrose
--- --- S5 0 

Oenothera pilosella 
Meadow Evening

Primrose
--- --- S2 8 

Ostrya virginiana Eastern Hop-hornbeam   --- --- S5 4 

Oxalis dillenii 
Slender Yellow Wood-

sorrel
--- --- S5? 0 

Parthenocissus inserta Thicket Creeper --- --- S5 3 

Phalaris arundinacea Reed Canary Grass --- --- S5 0 

Phleum pratense Common Timothy --- --- SNA ---

Phragmites australis

ssp. americanus
Common Reed --- --- S4? ---

Picea abies Norway Spruce --- --- SNA ---

Picea glauca White Spruce --- --- S5 6 

Pinus strobus Eastern White Pine --- --- S5 4 

Pinus sylvestris Scotch Pine --- --- SNA ---

Podophyllum peltatum May-apple --- --- S5 5 

Populus tremuloides Trembling Aspen --- --- S5 2 
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Scientific Name Common Name SARA1 ESA2 S-Rank3 CC4 

Prunella vulgaris ssp.

lanceolata
Self-heal --- --- S5 5 

Prunus virginiana Choke Cherry --- --- S5 2 

Pyrus calleryana Callery Pear --- --- SNA ---

Quercus macrocarpa Bur Oak  --- --- S5 5 

Rhamnus cathartica Common Buckthorn --- --- SNA ---

Rhus hirta Staghorn Sumac --- --- S5 1 

Rosa multiflora Multiflora Rose --- --- SNA ---

Rubus sachalinensis

var. sachalinensis
Wild Red Raspberry --- --- S5 0 

Rumex crispus Curly Dock  --- --- SNA ---

Solidago gigantea Smooth Goldenrod --- --- S5 4 

Symphyotrichum

ericoides var. ericoides
White Heath Aster --- --- S5 4 

Symphyotrichum

lanceolatum ssp.

lanceolatum

Panicled Aster --- --- S5 3 

Symphyotrichum

novae-angliae
New England Aster --- --- S5 2 

Syringa vulgaris Common Lilac --- --- SNA ---

Taraxacum officinale Common Dandelion --- --- SNA ---

Thalictrum dioicum Early Meadow-rue --- --- S5 5 

Tilia americana American Basswood --- --- S5 4 

Toxicodendron radicans Climbing Poison Ivy --- --- S5 5 

Typha angustifolia Narrow-leaved Cattail --- --- SNA 3 

Ulmus americana American Elm  --- --- S5 3 

Ulmus pumila Siberian Elm  --- --- SNA ---

Viburnum opulus ssp.

opulus
Cranberry Viburnum  --- --- SNA ---

Viburnum opulus ssp.

trilobum
Highbush Cranberry --- --- S5 ---

Vicia cracca Tufted Vetch --- --- SNA ---

Vitis riparia Riverbank Grape --- --- S5 0 

1Federal Species at Risk Act (Source: SARA Public Registry, 2007); 2Provincial Endangered Species Act (Source: MNRF website,

2007); 3Subnational (Provincial) Rank (Source: MNRF National Heritage Information Centre website, 2007)
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Table E-2: Wildlife Species Observed on Site 

Scientific Name Common Name SARA1 ESA2 Srank3

Agelaius phoeniceus Red-winged Blackbird --- --- S4

Anas platyrhynchos Mallard --- --- S5

Branta canadensis Canada Goose --- --- S5

Canis latrans Coyote --- --- S5

Cardinalis Northern Cardinal --- --- S5

Carduelis tristis American Goldfinch --- --- S5B

Charadrius vociferous Killdeer --- --- S5B,S5N

Colaptes auratus Northern Flicker --- --- S4B

Corvus brachyrhynchos American Crow  --- --- S5B

Cyanocitta cristata Blue Jay --- --- S5

Dumetella carolinensis Gray Catbird --- --- S4B

Empidonax alnorum Alder Flycatcher --- --- S5B

Hirundo rustica Barn Swallow  THR THR S4B

Icterus galbula Baltimore Oriole --- --- S4B 

Larus delawarensis Ring-billed Gull --- --- S5B,S4N

Meleagris gallopavo Wild Turkey --- --- S5

Melospiza melodia Song Sparrow  --- --- S5B

Mimus polyglottos Northern Mockingbird --- --- S4

Molothrus ater Brown-headed Cowbird --- --- S4B

Myiarchus crinitus Great Crested Flycatcher --- --- S4B

Poecile atricapillus Black-capped Chickadee --- --- S5

Quiscalus quiscula Common Grackle --- --- S5B

Scolopax minor American Woodcock --- --- S4B

Setophaga petechia Yellow Warbler --- --- S5B

Tyrannus Eastern Kingbird --- --- S4B

Sturnus vulgaris European Starling --- --- SNA

Sylvilagus floridanus Eastern Cottontail --- --- S5

Troglodytes aedon House Wren --- --- S5B

Turdus migratorius American Robin --- --- S5B
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Scientific Name Common Name SARA1 ESA2 Srank3

Vireo olivaceus Red-eyed Vireo --- --- S5B

Zenaida macroura Mourning Dove --- --- S5

1Federal Species at Risk Act (Source: SARA Public Registry, 2007); 2Provincial Endangered Species Act (Source: MNRF website,

2007); 3Subnational (Provincial) Rank (Source: MNRF National Heritage Information Centre website, 2007).


